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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,
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to be added to the Santa Fe district.
The business of the Roswell district
has grown so tremendously that Ita
area must be decreased. The new
candidates for headquarters Of the
J district court are Socorro, Raton, Sil
ver City and Tucumcarl, but the
real contest lies between Socorro and
Raton.
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WEDNESDAY,

LJ

STATES OP INDIANA,
'

WISCONSIN

"

AND

MICHIGAN
IOWA

SIRS

APIA RCHISTS

EC061G

shares, with headquarters at
'
Denver and New Mexico offices at
East Las -- Vegas. The Incorporator j
and directors are J. M. Cunningham
and Wliliam G. Haydon of Las Vegas, and William S. Iliff, Jam.t R.
Thorpe and Charles K.' Durbln, of

'.'"

Denver.

.

DAMAGE OF

MINOR

NATURE

AND
SWAYED
PANIC
CAUSING
ROCKED
AMONG OCCUPANTS.

.

SKYSCRAPERS

BECOMES

OCCUPIES

COURT

J. Porter Jones, of Albuquerque,
who was clerk In the upper body of
the recent legislative assembly, has
been appointed a deputy coaT foil InARGUMENTS HEARD IN CASE OF
FINISHES FIRST IN BLUE RIBBON SECRET SERVICE MAINTAINING
spector with headquarters at El Pa"
WATCH"
EMMA.1--.",'-'
ALEXANDER
MACKENZIE' VS.
OF"
ON
RACCLOSE
ENGLISH
EVENT
so, Texas. Mr. Jones has left for
"
ANTHA
MACKENZIE:
.
In
GOLDMAN.
the Pass city.
1NG SEASON.
his headquarters
'The appointment was made by Inspector Thomas S. Hubbell, of AlbuVICTOR! A POPULAR ONE POLICE ARE. ON THE ALERT querque, in order that this '''depart- DEFENDANT WANTS ALIMONY
"
ment Siiilght be able to look after
of oil which are dally
PLAINTIFF DETERMINED NOT TO
REFUSED large- shipments
AGITATOR
FIRST TIME IN HISTORY REIGN- FEMALE
coming Into the territory by way of
PAY WIFE A CENT IF HE
ING MONARCH'S, ENTRY HAS
PERMISSION TO SPEAK IN
El Paso, and which pften escape the
CAN1 AVOID IT.
WON BIG PURSE.
PUBLIC.
,
attention of the inspectors who' are
located a long distance from the point
"
of entry.
MAKES
NASTY
UNDER GUARD
STAKE WORTTA FORTUNE APARTMENTS
CHARGES

N. North,
Washington,' May 2G.-- -3.
director of the census, today tend'
ered his resignation and It was ac
cented bv President Taft E. Dana
Durand, deputy commissioner of corporrtMons, has been nominated to suc
ceed North. North's resignation was
the direct result of "his recent controversy with Secretary of Corflmerce
.
and Labor Nagei.
RIO GRANDE

DIVORCE SUIT

NEW

DEPUTY OIL INSPECTOR.

ACTIVE

DERBY

-

SHAKEN.

..

EDITlbN

AFTERNOON

MAY 26, 1909

J. PORTER JONES

WEST

Try' One In The
Optie
And Be 8ure.

3,000

CAPTURES

CENSUS DIRECTOR NORTH
QUITS WHILE UNDER FIRE

PAY WELL

:

"'''.

A RAGING TORRENT.

,

-

El Paso, Texas, May' 26. The Rio
is the highest in its hls'-.i.iGrande
ECORDED AT WASHINGTON
and villages and farms n the lower
HUMANE SOCIETY HAS
valley are seriously threatened, r,
IT IN FOR ROOSEVELT. ASKS PERMISSION
.
TAK-'AN
MARTIN.
SIR
ARE
TO FILE SUP
OFFICERS
YORK
THE
NEW
FAVORITE,
DISTURBANCE LASTED "BOUT
unprecedented snowfall last winter in
sou
DAN-PLEMENTAL
VICTIM
BILL
and
AMERICAN
Mexico
WITH
New
;
CHANCES
ALLEGING
NO
HORSE,
ING
northern
26. Be
MINUTE ACCORDING TO U.
Kalamazoo, Mich., May
and
now
swelllnj
is
Colorado
melting"
ACCIDENT.
ADULTERY
OF
ON
HER
GEROUS
at
WOMAN;
Is
PART.
cause Col. Theodore Roosevelt
S. WEATHER BUREAU.
the stream so rapidly that many irpresent engaged In killing wild animrigation canals are in danger from
-In the. divorce proceedings brought
close espion als in Africa, the Michigan convenNew York, May 26.--earth Inroads of the river.
Epsom, Eng., May 26. The Derby
Chicago. May 26. A light
tion of the humane societies In se- tor
Is
by Alexander MacKenzie vs.. Antha Stakes, worth 6,500 sovereigns,
age of Emma Goldman being main slon here
quake lasting only a few seconds
rejected by an overwhelm
MacKenzie, argument wa3 heard in
colts and fillies foaled in 1906, the tained by the TJ. S. secret service and
was felt in the states of Indiana Wis FOUR DROWN WHEN
vote
thank
a resolution to
ing
rac eastern police leads to the belief the ' former president for fils aid In the district court this morning upon
the
of
event
Blue
Ribbon
English
CAPSIZES.
and
LAUNCH
Iowa
GASOLINE
contigu
consin, Michigan,
birds. During the motion of the defendant for torn.
ing season, was won .today by Minora. that they anticipate some unusual ac- protecting Michigan
ous territory beginning at 9: 41: 30 o'
Grand Rapids, Mich., May 26.v-Fo-ur
owned by King Edward. W. Raphael's tivity on the part of the anarchists. Rooqevelt's administration certain is- porary alimony and attorney's fees.
clock, this ,morning. Throughout the
persons wjre drowned and four oth
council of East prange, N. lands were set aside as "protected"
The
The plaintiff had alle'ged "in his
terrtory affected the only damage re-- ers rescued from a capsized gaso Louviers .was second and William the J., city
to districts.
refused
her
permission
as grounds for the suit for
complaint
ported was pt a minor nature. Several line launch which w.s
carried Fourth third. Ffteen horses ran. The
speak there after she already paid
divorce that the defendant had! desert
email fires were started by the over- through the sluice gate of the Grand distance was a mile and a half.
the rent for a hall. In New York the. TO GI0W JAPANESE
r
ed him and still continued in such deThe victory of His Majesty's horse police are
turning of stovetf and many chim- Rapids power company here lat
constantly on guard at her
'
sertion. Today he asked
on
to
dashed
and
the
with
the
was
pieces
night,
exceedingly popular
to inspect all callers and
neys f elL
apartments
SOUTHWEST to file a supplemental bill"permission
BAMBIrt
.
below.
the
witnessed
which
mammoth
6f comrocks
crowd
If
possible intercept any .messages.
Aurora, 111., is said to have sufferevent and was greeted by a wild out Before
plaint, alleging adultery on the pan
at
she
any
publicly
la
speaks
Id
this respected particularly
Minuro's vic time ehe Is warned
burst of enthusiam.
Chicago, May 26. Japanese bam oi tne aeienaant, and submitted Itw
by the police and
this city the shock was generally felt BFXED-TDISARM
Wuu
was
nrxt.
tue
v,
veruy
tory
f
the djf)trct attortjeys offlce. boo is to be grown In America. Fifty the consideration of the court affibut it was attributed to blasting or
davits of the chief of police of Den
horse belonging to the reigning mon- - H
tons
raised in ,Japan have
A CALCITIMESS arch and the great
iwtiar, causes. It was not until the'
ver, ana tne proprietor of a hotel in
crowd burst
been, "shipped to Yuma, 'Arizona.; to the
newspapers made their appearance
the 'cordon of police and
city iof Denver.staiiug that tU
through
that the puWic lwarned It had paused
farm wife was now In Denver, In company
the governmental experiment
26. Harry. Lo-- most, mobbe;! King Edward, when he,
San
May
Francisco,
nature.
through a phenomenon of
with a man . named H. C. Kelly, ntiA
the time honored custom.
niLINii DEPLGKEu there. They will be set out Imme that
The damage here as elsewhere was renez, one oi tne witnesses ior we following
aa the owner of Minuro, he led the
she had stated that she w3 diconfined to the breaking of dishes defense In the Calhoun bribery trial,
diately. This Is the beginning and
vorced from MacKenzie and bad mar
And ornaments shaken from mantels was placed under arrest today as- soon chamnton into the Daddock.
should
valuable
of
this
the growing
Denver, May 26. That the "despis.
Sir Martin, an American, horse,
ried Kelly.
.,'--,
or tables. During the period of vib- as he entered the court room. He
e&" Japanese-residen- t
west' is product prove profitable there, it will
the
of
was
a
million
the
half
and
took
favorite
court
The
rewas
j
searched
the
and
a
matter
the
of al
by
police
ration it almost was impossible to get
mean a creat deal to tne ana re
correct telephonic connection owing volver of large calibre was found con- dollars was wagered on him, but he a better Chirstian than one who seeks gions or tne great soutnwest. Tne lowance of attorney's fees and a'i-- lost the race, j to keep him out, of the school and
uiuuy io tne aerenaant, under adxe- to the swaying of the wires, damp cealed on his person. He was charg- fell in the stretch and won.
He was the country was intimated by Dr. W, use of bamboo Is gradually increasing ment, until he could procure
he nad all but
from last night's rain against each ed with, carrying concealed weapons. which
and with its utilization in aeroplanes
evidence as to the alleged raid-coLorenez, who gained renown as the going strong In the running and was a. Halsey of New York, secretary of and
other.
flying machines its value will b duct of the defendant.
he
when
leaders
well
the
of
In
up
Misssions
the
among
Board
his
on
wit
while
the
Foreign
Kid,"
"Banjo
Eyed
'
the
all
At Belolt, Wis.,
enhanced.
college build
The case o,the Territory vs. juan
ness stand engaged in a series of came to grief. Rounding Tattenham address, following a report of the greatly
ings rocked violently and people ex
corner
was
the
other
he
crowded
ose Maestas was ' ftelng trie J 07
by
board
the
'Wore
He
generwith
Prosecutor
Presbyterian
clashes
Heney.
perienced great difficulty In remain
Jury In the district court th's Mter
said he was a clerk in the employ of horses crossed his legs and fell, al assembly this morning. He asked TRAINMEN CONDEMN
lng on their feet.
Martin was thrown heavily 'for ?10,000 from the assembly to add
noon. Maesta3 was indicted for de
Jockey
a
of
a
at
Luther
$250
Brown
salary
Buildings Rocked at Dubuque.
was
bruised.
He
somewhat
and
to
amount
picklike
a
raised
the
Japanby
month. His duties included clipping
IMMIGRATION LAWS stroying a dam and reservoir supply
Dubuque, Iowa, May 26 The earth-.quakIn by two track ese of the west for evangelizing their
and
ed
up
brought
of
work
other
ing an acequia, taking watar rut of
articles
and
shock here this morning caus-- , newspaper
officials. Sir Martin was uninjured.
the Rio Manu'elitas, near tne toy.i of
In
The
of
board
the
admitted
people.
report
He
character.
a
similar
ed tall bluldings to tremble. The oc
Columbus, Ohio., May 26. Condem Roclada.
dicated there were half a million
incupants rushed Into the streets In ter that he spent considerable time
nation
of the Immigration laws was
heathens In the world who never had
The case, of the Territory vs. Jo- ror. Bank and insurance buildings, vestigating the affairs of Heney and STRIKING ENGINEERS
heard
Bible.
Geo.
inof
the
Dr.
Stewart
Rail eph Gentry, In which the defendant
the
Broterhood
of
also
"done
had
by
expressed
having
politics,"
substantial
structures,
skysraper
president of the Auburn Theological way Trainmen in resolutions adopted was charged before the justice of the
were shaken
Sever- vestigated Gallagher and other superYIELDED TO SENTIMENT
violently.
School, presented a report for the"
or Precinct No. 53 with assault
he
denied
He
visors.
that
stoutly
al hundred occupants made a hurried
The meeting also called peace
'
educational
committee. He said there yesterday.
had
lnterlvewed
ing with words a female named Ediw
prospective jurors
exit, choking the stairways In their
was need of better religious in for the exclusion from the country vigen B. de Romero, the case was
haste to escape. In the large manu- in the graft cases. He stated he had Atlanta, Ga., May 26. New facts
of other undesirable alien classes. It dismissed
In the home.
fluence
In
involved
Galrace
on
Issue
the
bearing
by the court on applica
facturing plants there were panics directed an assistant to follow
was decided to ask congress and' the
tion of E. V. Long, attorney fir
when the machinery 'attled and box- lagher, the chief witness for the pro- ehe strike of firemen on the Georgia
various legislatures to standardize
railroad came to light today. The en- LAS VEGAS
Gentry, who appealed the case from
es and crates fell. The local weather secution,
TRANSIT
safety appliances, running boards, the Justice. . .
reroad
tied
this
have
by
up
gineers
forecaster says there were two disside holds and other equipment of
fusing to' take out trains, claiming
tinct seismic disturbances moving ELKS BOLD WELL
, COMPANY INCORPORATES
freight cars to avoid present trou
throwstone
feared
from
danger
they
from north to south. Reports from
'
bles
and dangers resulting from va GRADUATION EXERCISES
An Investigation proves that re
the residence districts emphasize the
ATTENDED MEETING ing.
ried
Robert
of
"equipment.
Mclntyre
Las
The
Vegas Transit company,
ported instancies of attacks of this
severity of the shock.
AT NORMAL TONIGHT
at . Denver and Oakland, Cal., was elected fifth vice
kind were 'pure fabrications. Instead with headquarters
Recorded at Washington.
of
the
organization.
president
New
Mexico offices In thla city, yesLas Vegas Lodge No. 408, B. P. O. of stone throwing personal friends of
Washington'; May 26. A slight disThe annua
commencement exer
turbance lasting about one minute E., held an interesting meeting at O. the engineers at different stations terday filed Incorporation papers, at
RUN
Santa
RECORD
AUTOMOBILE
Fe
with
to
the
the
C.
secre
them
force
territorial
cises
.Several
last
of th Normal University, this
with
hall
R,
ap
pleaded
night
was recorded on he
at
'
FROM HERE TO DENVER. city's higher Institution of
the weather bureau today, beginning plications for membership came up race Issue by refusing to run trains tary. The capitalization Is $150,000
learning.'
1.500
divided
'InInto
will take place In the auditorium of
on
re
shares.
for
had
one
firemen
been
The
Maurice
ballot
and
which
white
candidate,
at 9:41:30 eastern time. There was
vv.
or
wan
Santa e, pro the university this evening, begin- Mays,
not enough detail In the record to In- Bendlx,- was initiated into the mys placed by negroes. The engineers corporators and directors are; Harry
were given to understand it might be Kelley and: Secundino Romero, of prietor of a garagej In the Capital ning at g o'clock. A most interesting
dicate the exact location of the dis- teries of Elkdom.
The;t local lodge will W, well re dangerous to continue such runs. Las Vegas, James- R. Thorpe, Orln S. will leave early tomorrow morning in program has been arranged fr.-- tie
turbance.
a Ford touring car for Denver, in an occasion.
presented at the annual reunion and It is learned authoritatively that the j Moore and William A. Moore, of De-.
Tonight's exerclues mark
attempt to establish a record between the closing of the rommencetient exconvention at Los Angeles in July and strikers are willing to take out trains ver.
EOT FIGHT FOR
members drawing the mails. Another heavy ' Papers were also filed in the office this city and Colorado's capital. Bar- ercises at this Institution. Th i
already about twenty-fiv- e
have signified their intention of, mak- blow was dealt transportation today of Territorial Secretary Jaa, by the ring accidents, Mays expects to make
for tonight follows:
,
hours. The
by heavy rains which put automobile Las Vegas Light and Power compan f the trip In twenty-fourProgram.
COUBTJEADQDABTERS ing the trip to the coast.
IsJlO
miles by road. He Is Wynken, Blynken and Nod"
it 19 not uojiaeiy mac in tne near and wagon trains out of commission. capitalized at 300,000, divided into distance Is
anxious to take a man along with him
As announced in The Optic yester- future definite steps will be taken toNevi"
and any La& Vegan who would like
MlBses Cunningham, Healy, Tipday. Chief Justice William J. MU'- -. wards the erection of a handsome Elks
the novelty of such a trip should call
has called a special session of tin club nxmse by the local herd.
ton and Mrs. North rup.
.on Mays this evenlne at the local The
At the close of last night's meet
supreme court at Santa Fe on .1 1.1?
Wanderer"
Sehnhert
garage.
11, to redistrict New Mexico and as- ing, Past Exalted Ruler A. C. Erb
Miss Tipton.
Since First I Met Thee"
sign the judges to' different districts. was presented with a beautiful past
DARKNESS CAUSES SMALL
It Is now thought that no change exalted ruler's Jewel as a mark of
'. .. RubInst ?iT
will be made in assignment of Judges appreciation for his conscientious and
WRECK NORTH OF SPRINGER
Misses Marie and Helen Sih-i- .
as at present and that the sessio.i hard work In the interests of the
ier. Lorenzen and Hartman
"
will merely assign a district to Judge lodge during the year Just passed.
Lorimer halls
district.
Raton, N. M., May 26. On Saturday Baccalaureate
Springfield, 111., May 26. After
Dr. A. E. Win-il- '
M. C. Mechem, who is likely to go Brother Geo. H. Hunker made a hap- ing deadlocked for weeks on the
the stockyards district and' has ight last Engineer Peterson, on the That the Chimney Sang"
to Socorro, and Judge A. W. Cooler py presentation speech on behalf on lection of a United States senator to! served from he Fifty-fourtup to 908. ran into the rear end of one of
Mrs. NoitV-ithe lodge.
.
who may'o to Alamagordo.
the 34 ' trains this Bide of Springer Presentation of Diplomas
succeed Albert J. Hopkins, the state; and including the Fifty-nintIt Is very likely that Curry county
The spirit of good feeling and got legislature succeeded in breaking j gress. He is an. Englishman by birth amaging his engine somewhat and
'.Dr. B. S. Ui Ten
will be detached from the Roswetl there apiritnow
evidenced amongj the combination this afternoon on the having been born In Manchester. He wrecking the caboose struck. No ouf My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice.
'
ballot by electing was a dark horse in the race. The as seriously hurt and the dark and
district and added to the AlamoRord j .; East Las Vegas ,Elks augurs well forthe ninety-fiftSaint Saeus
district, and Torrance county de- - j the lodge and la certain to be produc-- Congressman William Lorimer, of friends of Hopkins fought to the last. foggy night accounts for the
MHspr Cunningham and Tlptoa
i
'
tacbed from the Alamogordo district (tive of good results.
Chicago, representing the Sixth con- - Lorimer received a total of 103 votes.
and Mrs. Northrup.
i
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CONTEST NOTICE.
crossed the river with the stolen
(Serial No. J06G.03) ' '
which number- we considered
sheep,
GN
Department, of the Interior, United
to have been increased by other large
Land Office Santa Fe, N. M.,
States
DisMedical
Golden
The great success ol Dr. Pierce's
herds that another- band of Indians
1909. A sufficient contest
24,
weak
wasted
bodies,
April
covery in curing weak stomachs,
had stolen atx different places and had
been filed in this ofand obstinate and lingering: coughs, is based on
affidavit
having
lungs,
joined the large herd we had foil, wed
the recognition o the fundamental truth that "Golden
Lee
Beal, contestant,
fice
by Percy
-,
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
to that point. The Indians trivolen
No. 14404,
homestead
conentry
muscle-makin- g
in
against
materials,
ing,
from that point with the shee;i ntil
4
Sec27, 1908, for NW
concentrated form. With this help Nature
densed
and
made
May
KI
reaching a place known then a
to the stomach to digest
21
the
17
necessary
strength
supplies
were
range
north,
animals
which
33,
tion
all
of
Township
and
burros,
Specially Contributed.)
Yeso, and now known as ranci f fyfood, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
Mexico principal meridian
New
ranch
from
savagesthe
driven
east,
the
by'the
of
September,
At the beginning
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
Governor Otero,where we overtjok
The report stated,
further, that them and
by Peter Meyer, contestee, in which it
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purifies
1863, news was received at the town
Jnem in, a fight;
engaged
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the nerves in
and
cattle
is alleged that Peter Meyer has wholof
numbers
a
sheep,
N.
large
M., that
large
of Las Vegasi
which resulted successful to us, r.3v-inestablishes sound vigorous health.
short
ly abandoned said land for m'ore than
band of hostile Navajo Indians, es- horsea had been stolen by other bands
wounded some Indians and ;i:r
ma iood,'
last
otter
aomeMai
roar
dealer
own
It
six months last past, has never esdifferent
of
Indians
to
were
mak
belonging
timated ta he 800 warriors.,
FOR MittIt para better.
them to flight, leaving In our posIs
better
It
probably
Mitablished a residence thereon and ia
'
ers,' placing the total number of sheep
But rou are tbloklai ot the euro mot tbe profit, mo
ing a raid in the counties of San
session the large number of sheeii
not now residing upon and cultivattor
and
yon. Say
tbere's notbiaQ "laat as food"
guel and Mora, and that the Indian? at 100,000 head, and the cattle
stolen from various owners, ucspt
no
difhead.
less
at
or.
In
horses
than
Me'
5,000
Plain
In
ing said land as required by law.
had
Englishj
in several bands
spread
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser,
the herder of the sheep and cattle of
Said parties are hereby notified to
icine Simplified, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
Immediately upon the receipt of Don , Hilario Gonzales and others
ferent directions and were committo covef cost of mailing
21 one-cesent
for
stamps,
paper-bounEdition,
men
un
this
mall
of
appear, respond and, offer evidence
the
report,
body
ting all kinds of depredations upon
31 stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. X.
which were yet in possession of some
nly. Cloth-bounder
the
Messrs.
At
of
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
Lopez
leadership
their
and
properties.
the people
bands of Indians.
other
a. m. on June 24, 1909, before Robert
Gonzales
marched from Las Ve
that time, the government troops were and
After the engagement we fel. i'ie.1 NEW BOOKS RECEIVED
NOTICE.
CONTEST
M. Ross, U. S. Court Commission
In
the
of
the
Indians
and
to
gas
frontier
repel
pursuit
stationed on the
of the fatigues, our horses were poor,
AT CARNEGIE LIBRARY
(Serial No. 06427)
er at Las Vegas, N. M., that final
advance of the Confederate forces traced them, following their tracks, our provisions wer9 exhausts 1, ;ha
Department of the Interior, United hearing willbe held at 10 o'clock a.
into New Mexico, and the citizens until reaching a place called Pajarito, water we drank had been carried in
been
Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., m. on July 6, 1909. before the regis
States
The following new hooks have
could not expect any protection from east of Las Vegs, distant about 100
our long Journey,
during
bags
sheep
lib- April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest ter and receiver at tbe United States
Public
at
received
the
Carnegie
wer-Indians
the 'government against the continual miles, where the
These causes compelled us to return
affidavit having been filed in this land office in Santa Fe, N. M.
raids of the eavages in this territory. camped in large numbers with the to the Pecos river, driving the recov rary and will be ready for circulation
office by Epaphras Lee Beal, contes
afternoon:
The said contestant having, in a
Wednesday
No other recourse was left to the stolen sheep and cattle.
ered sheep for 20 miles' until reach
No.
homestead
entry
F.
Marion
The
tant,
White
Sister
against
meu
numby
Our
themselves
of
such
small
proper affidavit filed Santa Fe, N.
being
citizens but to protect
Reso-a place then known as
Alice 141 68, made May 4, 1908, for SE
Rose Macleod
sav- ber and their leaders" considering ing
Crawford;
by
of
M., May 13, 1909, set forth facts
the
the
depredations
against
lanas" and now known as Sunnysld!,
The Master's Violin by Myr- Section 32, Township 17 north, Range which show that after due diligence,
ages,, and. In thi3 emergency some they could not attack the Indians with 20 miles west of Fort Summer. We Brown;
21 east, N. M. P. meridian, by Fran
personal service of this notice cannot
citizens of Las Vegas, numbering 30 any hope of good success, they deter- rested there two days, after which tle Reed; The Alternative by George
a
In
Barr
McCutceon;
Mysterious cis J. Dorsey, contested, in which It be made, it is hereby ordered and di
men, armed themselves with what mined to send a courier to Las Vegas we met
again in council, in which it
Anna Warner; The Hand-Mad- e Is allesed that Francis J. Dorsey has rected that such notice be given by
weapons they could get, mounted with orders to the. writer of this was determined that I with 15 men Way by
Gentleman
by Irving Bachellre; wholly abandoned said land for more due and proper publication.
their own horses and organized into statement, who, at that time, was of remain at that
in charge of thej The
place
Isle
Gorgeous
by Gerture Ather- - than six months last past,' has never
of
28
Record address of contestee. Orch
the age of
years and was in charge
a company, under the leadership
sheep, and that the rest of the force ton; The Straw by Rina 'Ramsay; established a residence thereon and Is ard, Iowa.
citi&
of
Perea
the
of
Mercantile
house
lamented
patriotic
and
the brave
turn back In search of the Indians The Spy by Maxim Gorky; The Ro- not now residing upon and cultivat
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Co., to organize another force of men
zens, Messrs. Fiancisco Lopez and
who were driving the herds of Mr mance of .a Plain Man by Ellen Glas ing said land as required by law, said
to
in
were
march
at
their
and
Register.
who
receipt immediately
Gonzales,
Gonzales and others, not yet recov gow; The Ring and the Man by Cy- parties are hereby notified to appear,
of news that the Indians had made an head and join them without delay.
ered.
rus Townsend Brady; The Beloved respond, and offer evidence touching
A Smile
The people of this town and the.
attack upon the sheep ranch of Don
said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on
if within 15 Vagabond
were,
orders
that,
My
William
J.
Locke;
by
N.
M.,
to
M.
hard
L.
June
settlements
Los
a
24,
Robert
is
1909,
before
of
Lunas,
neighboring
responded
thing to accomplish
Jose Jaramilo,
pretty
the force pursuing the Indians Hearts are Trumps by Alexander Ross, TJ. S. court
commissioner, at when you're blue, bilious and out of
which ranch was located at Wagon my call by enlisting themselves to days,
(Continued on Page 3.)
Otis; Katrine by Elinor Macartoney Las Vegas, N. M. (and that final sorts. There is a sure cure for all
Mound in Mora county, N. M., and the number of 40 men, mounting their
will be held at 10 o'clock a,
The Gypsy Count
Lane;
May hearing
by
and liver
that four men, guarding the sheep as own horses and bearing their arms,
m. on July 6, 1909, before) the regis- kinds of stomach
Won't Slight a Good Friend.
Wynne; Sehastlon by Frank Danby; ter and receiver at the United States
and dyspepsia.
constipation
herders, had been killed and 16,000 carrying in their saddle bags what
"If ever I need a cough medicine The Circular Staircase by Mary Rob land office In Santa Fe, N. M.
Ballard's Herblne is mild, yet abso
head of Merino sheep had been stolen food they could get, and immediately
again I know what to get," declares erts Rinehart; The Three Brothers
The said contestant having, in
lutely effective in all cases. Price
and driven from the ranch by the In- after the organization oC that force of Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beals, Me., "for
50 cents per bottle. Sold by Center
set
filed
4,
affidavit
1909,
May
proper
Eden
by
Phlllpotts.
dians. Another, report came stating men we started for the place of ren- after
Block Depot Drug Co.
show
facts
after
due
which
forth
that
Dr.
ten
of
bottles
King's
using
that another band of Indiana had at- dezvous, traveling day and night un- New Discovery, and seeing its excel
diligence personal service of this no
Biliousness and Constipation.
tice can not be made, it is hereby orGovernor Curry has appointed the
tacked the ranch of Don Hilarlo Gon- - til we, joined the forces of Messrs. lent results in my own family and
For years I was troubled with bil- dered and directed that such notice following notaries .public: John E.
Lopez and Gonzales, which 'were others I am convinced It is the best
be given by due and proper publica
and
constipation, which tion. Record address of contestee Rogers, East Las Vegas, San Miguel
N. M., resulting In the killing of the camped at a place near Alamo Gordo, medicine made for coughs, colds and iousness
who
one
tries made life miserable for me. My ap- Watrous, N. M.
trouble." Every
. '
county; Frank O. Blue of Clayton,
herders at the sheep and cattle and east of the Pecos river. After taking lung
Relief Is felt
feels
that
Just
it
way.
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
Register.
Union county; Thomas F. BlacEmore
the stealing of 12,000 head of sheep a rest, a council of war was held for at once and its quick cure surprises petite failed me. I lost my usual .
of Artesia, Eddy county.
and 1.000 head of cattle and horses the purpose of devising the best plan you. For Bronchitis, Asthma, Hem force and vitality. Pepsin preparaLa Grippe, Sore tions and cathartics only made mat
Croup,
to be followed in continuing our orrhage,
Boy will Be Boya
Smashes all Records. march and of attacking the Indians, Throat, pain in chest of lungs its su ters worse. I do not know where and are
always getting scratches,
Trial
bottle
50c
and
$1.00.
preme.
laxative tonic and
an
As
I
should
been
have
not
I
had
was decided at free. Guaranteed
today
MISS10IIARY!S WIFE when overtaken.startIt two
by all druggists.
no other pills can comtried Chamberlain's
Stomach and cuts, sprains, bruises, bumps, burns, health-builde- r
of our men
the council to
Liver Tablets. The tablets relieve or scalds. Don't neglect such things pare with Dr. King's New Lift Pills.
as spies to find the whereabouts of
livTennis enthusiasts are getting rea- the ill feeling at once, strengthen the
they may result serious if you do. They tone and regulate stomach,
to return when that
the
the
and
ac- er and kidneys,
blood,
stomSnow
Liniment
purify
Ballard's
Appiy
'savages
the
functions,
digestive
purify
num
summer
season
a
the
and
for
CUTICURA
dy
liver and blood, helping the sys- cording to' directions right away and strengthen the nerves; cure Constiwas ascertained by them and to make ber of
are expected ach,
tem to do its work naturally. Mrs it will relieve the pain 'and heal the pation, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Jauna report of all their' observations,
to be developed during the course
Birmingham, Ala. Theso trouble. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00, dice. Headache. Chills and Malaria.
These men returned soon and re- of the next few months. Match Rosa Potts,
Head
Encrusted
tablets are for sale at all dealers.
with
Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co. Try them.. 25c at all druggists.
Daughter's
were
that the Indians
camped games will be played with Albuquer
Dandruff Feared sheWould Lose ported
at, or near Alamo Gordo, where they que and Santa Fe. The Capital-citSSbffS
Many Treatments were
, her Hair
had the stolen- - animals grazing, Nand now boasts of its tennis
experts.
Milk-Crust.
Futile
that the Indians had evidently their
Baby had
AGENCY FOlt BUTTERICK PATTERNS
camp at that place by reason of its
Chamberlain's Liniment.
situation for hiding themselves and
BOTH CHILDREN CURED
This is a new preparation and
for the advantages of the ground
good one. It is especially valuable
BY fAMOUS REMEDIES
around, making it difficult of access as a cure for chronic and muscular
by any . force of men by reason
and for the relief from
Tor several the my husband wu of the canyons and the thick- rheumatism,
a missionary in years
pain which it affords in acute inflam
Southwest, and we ness of
and the
were living on the edge of the desert at
timber, trees
ESTABLISHED
matory rheumatism. Those who have
- five thousand
an elevation of nearJybushes. Upon the report of the spies, used
feet. Every one in that high and dry
it have invariably fcpoken of It
the same day, we determined to attack in the highest terms of
, atmosphere has more or less trouble
praise. Lame
with dandruff and my daughter's scalp the Indians at their hiding place, back, lame
shoulder and stiff neck
became so encrusted with it that I was
alarmed for fear she would lose all her which we reached soon, and with are due to rheumatism of the muschair, which was very heavy. After
les, usually brought on by expo
every precaution we penetrated into sure
to cold or damp, and are quick
spending between five and six dollars
for various, remedies, in desperation I the Indian camp, discovering that all ly cured
by applying this liniment
I X more shopping days, and the May bale will be a thine; of the past. And those six davs
a
of
cake
Cuticura
bought
Soap and a the Indians were scattered around the freely and
box of Cuticura Ointment. After rubmassaging the affected
we propose to make busy ones, if low prices have a particle of
drawing power. All the
Soreness of the muscles
bing the Cuticura Ointment thoroughly camp, some of them killing cattle for parts.
items advertised will still be offered (.except where some lots have been
splendid
r
special
into the rooU of the hair, I gently meat and others
whether
Induced
violent
exercise
by
themselves
bathing
combed the crust of dandruff free from
ciosea out; and several new, bright specials will be dispalayed for the last six days.
or injury, is allayed by thle, liniment
the scalp, and then gave her head a In
and
other
enjoying
ponds
thorough shampoo with the Cuticura pastimes, considering themselves safe ror sale jby all dealers.
Spap. This left the scalp
clean and free from dandruff, beautifully
and after of any attack.'
Mrs. A. M. Griest, wife of Dr. Griest
the hair was dry, I again rubbed the
Seeing that no better opportunity who recently underwent a delicate
Cuticura Ointment, this time sparingly,
into the roots, and I am happy to say would be presented to us, we opened
operation for mastoid ear is having a
that the Cuticura Remedies were a fire
upon the different groups of the
Can you afford to let this opportunity pass? Seldom, indeed, are suits such as these
complete success. My troubles with
recovery. At the time of
dandruff were over, although for a long Indians with the result six of them satisfactory
"
the
offered
at such a low price. Our choicest ones, worth from $25.00 to $30.00'are in this crand
case
had become
time afterward I used the Cuticura
operation her
Ointment as at first, after shampooing;, were killed and a goodly number so serious, that a few hours delav
and
lot
everyone is a correct style and a new one. Think the matter Over and you will surelyl
which kept the scalp and roots of the wounded, causing the flight of jail of
might have proved fatal. The recov
hair moist. I have used successfully
On your SUIT-lo
"tuus uiai ii. a wui in wiiiic iu save 1IU111
them, scattering In different directhe Cuticura Remedies for
has been entirely normal.
'milk-crus- t'
on baby's head, and have tions. The scalps of the Indians killed ery
'never found anything to equal them. were
s
You are at liberty to publish this letter,
brought by our men to Las
WHITE APRONS 25c.
LISLE THREAD GLOVES
Lived 152 Years.
25c.
WHITE MOHAIR 69c
for I do sincerely believe
that the Cutias
In
this
Th- action.
trophies
Wm. Parr England's "oldest ma- ncura Remedies are a blessing to mankind. Mrs. J. A. Darling, 310 Fifth animals were gathered by our'meu
44 inch, silky finish, extra
Full size, white lawn aprons Good quality, two clasps, in
married the third time at 120, worked
St., Carthage, Ohio, Jan. 20, 1908."
and flocked in herds.
in the fields, till 132 and lived 20
with bit and betelles and long white, black and slate. All quality in cream white.
Regular
We than bad another council, years
longer. People should
Cuticura Ointment is one of the most
he
35c values.
90c quality.
sizes
in
tie,s.
the
35c
in which it was determined to send youtnrui at 80. James
quality.
successful curatives for torturing, disWright, of
figuring humors of the skin and scalp, ten men in charge of the animals
apuriocK, Ky., shows how to remain
including loss of hair, ever compounded,
"I
young.
feel just like a
in proof of which a single anointing
and to drive f them to the
boy," he writes, "after taking six
with it, preceded by a hot bath with ranch of Mr. Gonzales at La
' SERPENTINE CREPE-1- 6c,
PERCALE WRA PPERS 58c.
SUNBONNETS
Cinta, bottles of Electric Bitters. For thirty
25c
Cuticura Soap, and followed, when
mild dose of Cuticura and that our force of men would fol- years Kidney trouble made life a
necessary, by
Resolvent (liquid or pills) is often
New designs in the 33 inch
Women's, Misses' and ChildNeatly made, good quality
sufficient to afford immediate relief of low another trail of Indians driving burden, but the first bottle of this
other, herds ot stolen sheep, which we wonderful medicine convinced me I
itching, burning and scaly humors,
house
For
made
Crepe.
bonnets
Serpentine
had
percale
found
in
ren's,
the
wrappers, in fast colors.
neatly
on
irritations
and
cure
eczemas,
greatest
earth."
inflammation, followed all along the east side f
They're a
permit rest and sleep, and point to a
to weak, sickly
r all colors.
20c
value.
$1.25
35c
values.
garments.
styles.
the Pecos river until reaching Boj-qu- e rundown or old
speedy cure when all else fails.
people. Try them.
Bold throughout ttie world. Potter Una
"
Cfcrm. Corp, Bote Prom., Bo too. Km.
Redondo, now known as Fort 50c at all druggists.
''
VIlaUM Frae, Cuucun Book on bub DImuh,
'.
Summer, where the Indians
had
'
Local fans are anxious to eet'uo
FANCY CRETONE-1- 0c
B ARRETTES 2 5c.
DRESSING SACOUES 49c
a good baseball team and are
working
witn tnis end in view. There a no
Very pretty new designs in
Large size, plain and fancy
Pretty styles in the kimono
reason why this city should not have
both light and dark colors.! Barrettes in shell and amber. sacque styles, made of lawn.
without "cold Cures." COUtrh miirtiire9f urtA
the fastest "bunch in the territory this
the like ODiate filled medicines. All vnn kai. A
75c values.
Values to 50c.
Regular 12 jc quality.
summer. Albuquerque and Santa Fe
do is to open your bowels wide with
have organized teams and are. anxious for games with a local 'club.
i
5
CURTAIN S
SILK PETTICOATS-4.9- 3.
MESS
ALINE
.
92c.
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Any Cold Can bs Cured
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That
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will carry the cold germs and systemic poisons away and
you u get wen in no time, u you nave a cold or are con- -

supatea or nave rheumatism, liver or kidney troubles,
take an NR tablet
and you'll feel
Detter in tne morning.
ht

54

For Sale

Get a 25c Box

fay.O. G.

Schaefer, E. Las Vegas.

Whooping

Cough.

This is. a more dansrerous rtunnp
than Is jrenerallv Dresnmpd. tt win
be a surprise to many to learn that
more deaths result from it than from
scarlet fever. Pneumonia often results from it. Chamberlnln' rnnvh
Remedy has been used in many epi- aemics or wnoopmg cough, and always With the bent rpsnltn rolVart
Mciteig or harian, Iowa, says of it:
"My boy. took whooping cough when
nine months old. lie had it in the
winter. I got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy whlrh proved
good. I cannot recommend it ton
highly." For sale by all dealers.

i

Yard wide white swiss, with
Extra quality guaranteed.
All silk Messaline, 27 inch
fancy dots and figures. Regular Taffeta Petticoats in black and wide, Old rose, white, brown
12$c quality.

SILK SGLOVES

colors.

48c.

Pure silk, double finger tipped.
Tan, mode, slate, black and
'white.

65c values.

-

$6.50 values.

SATIN FOULARDS

and grey
r
75c.

'

Worth $1,25.

HOUSE DRESSES

L78-

-

Extra quality, all silk Fouf-ardPretty styles of house dresses
in the newest designs. made of good quality
percale.
s,

Regular $1.00 quality.

-

Worth $2.25.
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Bweet Hallie'r all the old songs
the songs they sang when the boys
marched away in '61. The songs the
little village band played when the
broken remnants of the regiment
came driftng back, old before their
time,' wounded and broken home

ISIESIORIAI.

IN PEOPER MANNER

(By Winifred Black in Denver
Poet)
Give us your hands,

comrades
you've done the right thing at the
rigai ume.
I wish every council
in America
would hold a special
meeting, this
very week and pass a resolution exactly like yours,
We need a few little reminders
like that once In a while, and you
gave yours just In the very nick of
'
time.
There are 365 days in the year;
let's keep tlhiw one 'particular day
sacred to its own particular cause.
Memorial day let's make It a day
of memory, and not a day of cheap
sports and commonplace amusement.
1
don't want to laugh on Memorial
day, do you? I want to remember;
1 want to remember the brave fellows
who diedathat that old flag of ours
might snap in the free wind above a
free and loyal people. I want to remember the boys of '61 living and
dead T want to remember them. ,
Tttey're pretty old now, some of
'"the boys" who have not lain down
to rest, and sometimes they think
that the world Is too busy to care
much about them,-- ;
Let's show them that they're mis"
taken.
Proud of Boy In Unform.
I would give a year of my life to
feel as the mother who bore him
felt when she saw him in that uni- -

again.;'-
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Tire Vehicles
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have a good variety of Rubber
Tire Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER
In Our
R-EPOSIT-

Wick Blue Flame 00
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MEMORABLE

Go Out

'

gestionof summer
weather let the
range fire' die out,
' set a New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame
Oil Cook-Stoin a
corner of the kitchen,
and at once the fami
boiling, frying and bak
ing may be done wi th
comfort, because the
"New Perfection" delivers the heat under the
kettle and not about
the room. Another
convenience of the

Make a little feast day for some old
soldier that you know if he is poor
and friendless and forsaken, yes',, even
if he's down in the gutter so much
the better.,
Hold out your hand to him In simple friendship and honest pride and
say: "Comrade, do me the honor to
dine witlv me today, and let's talk
about old timet the times when our
country was In danger and when you
answered, so bravely to the cry for
help.
Memorial day let's make Ik not
a holiday, but a holy day.

Cook-Stov-

Cherries Ilfeld Co.

e

THE PLAZA

CABINET TOP a feature found in no other oil stove.
Presents the appearance of a steel range. Fine for
holding
dishes for keeping meals hot after they are cooked for -- n.....
..
,
.
I
,
I
rmln
J
f
r aiming piaics auu iur
Made in , . r " .
Keeping toweis nanay.
three sizes with or without Cabinet Top as desired.
At your dealer's or write our nearest agency.
is its

.

.

n Let the Coal Fire

(Continued from Pago 2)
had not returned from their expedition, I would drive with my men,
the sheep under my charge to Chaperito, a settlement 100 miles west
from Sunnyside. At the expiration
Kives a most aeree- 1116
of that time I started 14 of my men
aoie light for read-ie. sewinp- or
with the herds of sheep, but I thought
biuqv meiiow. nrrnnfr. rnnhnnnm
of remaining there myself with one of
No better lamp is made for every household use. If not at
v Mcmei
niiwuui nearest agency.
my men, in expectation that perhaps
in two days the men In the expeditCONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
, (Incorporated)
ion- would
arrive.? The following
day, my companions and myself sight
"form.
ed on the prairie some men riding
EACH CHILD GETS
Where is he now? dead and bu- on horseback, traveling towards our PLEASING CONCERT BY
rled, years ago, buried In a lonely camp. When near va we recognized
NORMAL GLEE CLUB
FOUR MILLION DOLLARS
grave In some little old fashioned them as being Don Francisco Lopez,
country graveyard.
Don Dionicio Gonzales and, four of
The auditorium of the Normal Uni
Never mind, they'll seek, him out, the men of the expedition. Mr. LoNew York, May 26. H. H. Rogers,
the people In., the little country vil- pez and these men told us, that they versity wa3 well filled last night by a short time before his death, dislage.
had been compelled to return from an audience which was entertained to tributed a portion of his fortune
They may not know his name or the Sacramento mountains by reason the utmost by an excellent concert by among his four children. It is unwho he was or where he came from, of want of provisions, and that on the. Mandolin and Glee clubs of thi derstood he gave f4,000,000 each to
but they know that a soldier Is their journey coming back through thp institution. Many pleasing musical his son, H. H. Rogers, Jr., and to his
hnrifid thfirn such craves are never desert
The fol three daughters, Mrs. W. E. Benjathey had suffered greatly both selections were rendered.
forgotten and they will make a lit- from want of provisions and water. lowing was the program:'
min, Mrs. Urban H. Broughton and
PART I.
tle procession and go with the school We and Mr. Lopez and his men reMrs. W. R. Coe $16,000,000 in all.
children and two or three of the old mained there two days longer, where Military March" ......
Schubert The remainder of his estate, mainly
Misses Nolan and Zimmerman.
soldiers who are left alive in the they, having rested
in the form of stocks and, bonds of
and gained
'.
May Bells"
Mendelssohn railroads and industrial
neighborhood and decorate his grave. strength, left that pWce in the morn
companies,,
Girls' Glee Club.
Are you going to forget. when these ing of the 13th day of September of
will be disposed of by hia will, which
La
strangers have time to remember?
has not yet been made public. The
that year, following the path of our "Infanta" ....
Mandolin Club.
men drivlne the sheen to ChaDeritO.
main part of the estate is eaid to be
Inspiring Old War Songs.
Where's is that old book of war j After we had traveled a short distance "Hark the Lark"
Schubert divided between Mr. Rogers' widow
Glee Club. .
we discovered a fresh trail of sheep
,
songs?
and his children.
"And yet, and yet, we may not for- passing across that of the herds driv- Spring Song"
.Mendelsohn
Miss Hedgcock.
en by our men to Chaperito. Turning
Act Quickly
get"
.'
Schuljit and you'll save yourself a lot of suf
"Just before the Battle, Mother," our sight to the west side of the riv- Who Is Sylvia?"
Mrs. Northrup.
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,- the Boys er, we saw a volume of dust raised
ferirg and trouble. If you have a
Serenade"
Schubert sudden chill or take cold
a
in
driven
If you
when
animals
largo
are Marching."
by
Mandolin Club.
have colic, cramp or diarrhoea, don't
Get daughter to practice on them, body, and we determined to march in
Kjeru" wait a minute. Take at once a teaMemorial day. Grandma will sing the direction where we saw that dust, Last Night"
Girls' Chorus.,
v:.
and have an old "tiXahiWed" song--o- n
and "soon we discovered- the Indians k . w
spodnful of Perry Davis' Painkiller
.Sullivan in half a glass of hot water or milk.
with, you, too. Don't mind if her driving a large herd of sheep. We "The Fairy Revel"
voice does break Just a little over followed them until reaching a place
Girls' Quartette.
You'll be safe and on the right road
: . . .i. . . Schubert to
little songs, "The years roll called the Sand hills, distant 10 or "March" ...'..'
quick recovery. Then you'll ea
15 miles from our
Misses Wiliamgi and Harper.
slowly by, Lorena."
starting point,
capf serious Illness. But yon ought
"I'm Dreaming now of Hallle, where we opened fire upon the In- "Sing, Smile. Slumber" ......Gounod to have this tried and proven remedy
Mandolin Club.
on hand for immediate use. Betns
dians, killing one and Wounded five
HELPFUL WORDS
or more of them, when they fled, leav- "Song of the Seasons"
Hawley
prepared is half the . battle when
'
'
Girls' Quartette. '
there's pain to subdue. New size boting in our possession, the stolen sheep
.Rubinstein tles 35c.. also In BOc sizes.'
From an East Las Vegas Citizen.
numbering 10,000 head. In this ac- "Melody In F"
Mandolin Club.
tion one of our men was slightly
...
The city water wagon is out of
"N. M. N. U."
Is your back, lame and painful? wounded by the Indians.
y
for e few days and those
commission
H. Culley.
J.
words
and
by
Does it ache especially after exer
to
Song
recovered
the
We drove
sheep
'
to riding thereon will be
accustomed
Club.
Glee
i
tion?
a place called LosfTanos where the
forced to hunt some other conveyPART II.
Is there a soreness In the kidney owners, A. GrzelachOwskI,
a man
ance. But the "skating" season U
'
region?
from Cubero in Bernalillo county, and '"The Garden of Flowers"
over
Denza
kidjudging from the weather.
weak
Indicate
Cycle
by
These symptoms
.Song
the Bacaa of the upper town of Las
Club.
Glee
Girls'
animals.
neys;
received
their
Vegas
If you desire ft clear complexion
There is danger In delay.
The large number of sheep recovertake Foley's Orlno Laxative for conChamberor
scald
a
burn
For
apply
deWeak kidneys fast get weaker.
were
ed, sent by us to Chaperito,
and liver trouble as It will
lain's Salve. It will allay the pain stipation
Give your trouble prompt attention. livered to their owners.
stimulate these organs and thoroughquickly heal the ly cleanse your system, which Is what
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
' The men who were following
the almost instantly and sale
For
by all
parts.
injured
everyone needs In the spring In orThey strengthen weak kidneys.
varous. tracks of the Indians under
to feel well. O. G. Schaefer and
der
testimony:
Read this E. Las Vegas
of Don Hllario Gonzathe
leadership
Red
Cross Drug Co.
Charles O'Malley, electrician, 718
les, from the Sacraniento mountains
Fred Fclradft of the
Captain
N.
M.,
Main avenue, East Las Vegas,
to tho Rio Grande, succeeeded in mounted police left Santa Fe yesterMrs. 3 B. Reed who has been sick
says: "Doan's Kidney Pills brought overtaking the Indians at a place
where he goes as in bed for several weeka is able to
for
Oklahoma,
day
such marked benefit in my case, that,
Fort wintesg in a case in which the terri- be about again, which will be good
then
of
I highly recommend them to other
mrHan- - with their
news to her many friends.
tory is interested.
kidney sufferers. It was through a booty were hidden in the thick woods
j
I
procured
that
friend's advice
bushes around that place. Mr.
Goodall's and
Doan's Kidney Pills at
Gonzales, with his small force of men,
drug store and used them for pain attacked them In their, hiding place,
TtlPV
n ,1
VMnava
1,
m my
tQ fl, y. and re.
thft
I know r u,
nuteklv relieved me and
own
animals
and other
his
,eoverlng
--herda of dlfrereat ownere.
when they delay
uiucK needless
.ii dealers. Price B0 ' Here the bloody savages murdered
using Cardni
T
a
1
a
I i.
t pain 11.. n
at Mr.
mxa
Co., , Buffalo, an old man captured by them
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
uetjxi xuuiiu tu
lueir iemaie trouoies.
was
La.
who
at
Gonzales'
Cinto,
ranch
United
New York, sole agents for the
relieve headache,' backache, pain in the side and dizcompelled by them to drive the herds
does more
ziness arising from deranged organs.
fw.'nw th name Doan's and to that point. The animals recoverwrithave
used
than
if
had
relieve,
many
ed at this place were the last that
persistently,
take no other.
ten to say that cured them.
remained in possession ,of the Indians. The herds were driven bV our
men all along the east side of the
river and were delivered to their
owners.
All credit in this last section is
Befoi I bfan nl" OMcarrts, I hud a bad earnon my face, and my food was not .due to Mr. Gonzales and his men, and
pimples
Sfoiion, as it should have been. Now I am entirely
welL and the pimples have all disappeared from my the deceased patriots, Valentin
Cascarets are Just
face I can truthfully say that two
boxes of them."
.
I have taken only
Nazario Gallegos and Nerio
J
as advertised;
'
Clarence K. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.
are worthy of special mention.
To confirm the facts, contained in
Best For
Mfa. Maxwell Johnson, Ttmpt. Fk., writes: "Cardni cured
the writer thinks
this statement,
Dowels
me
after
doctors and everything eltva had failed. I had been mffer-In- g
names
to
mention
of
the
Capt.
proper
numb epells ever since I was 16 years old. One day I
with
Jose S.'Esquibel. Doroteo Sandoval,
decided
to
take CarduL I have now taken 5 bottles and I can say
others
the
brave
Maes
and
of
Canuto
CAMOV CATHARTIC '
w
LmfT
has
cured me. I advise all suffering women to give Oardui
that
it
men who took part In this memorable
and
a
fair trial."
long
names
as
also
of old
the
campaign
. firs. Johnson
suffered years. Have you? Do you wish to?
residents of the town of Las Vegas
But
suffer
Take CarduL Give it a fair trial
at
tHt
Do
why
Oeod.
Ooo.
Taste
Potent.
Pleasant, Palatable, or
yet living, who well remember of this
Orlpe. l.-"bleken. Weaken
tablet stamped CCO. heroic deed, among which I wonld
old In balk. The genuine
AT
ALL
DHUQ-- STOEES
enareateed to ears or yoar money back
Co
mention F. O. Klhlberg.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or K.Y.
TRINltfAD ROMERO.
Ju'JAL SALE, TEX KXUCJI E3XIS
1

1

.

R&!!0 Lamp

,

Try oar Yankee Coal

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall paper.
line-Lo-

........

little ash

prices

west

PHONE MAIN 56

CO OBSIitJMBEECO.
OSS, IlELLY

pnd CO.

(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
andDoalara In

WOOL, HIDES

bm

.

"

2QGQ POUNDS TO THE TON.

-

"

No soot and

Mm

and PELTS

Houmon mt
M.M.. Albutgumrtiuo, H. Mm, Tuoumomrl,
M., Pooom, Mm Mm, Logan, N. M.m Trinidad, 'Colorado

sf Las Voga,

BAIN WAGONS, tho Best Farm Wagon mada
RACSSS- S- SATT LEY CO., Vehlolos
NAVAJO BLANKETS

-

'

-

.........

r

cei-'ni-

,

'

............

i

'

r.

V.

-

tur

Woiiiei Suffer

.

vr i.'h,

ur

It

it

'

a emtio:

IJ

Vas-que-

(l

fZ

"

or more, each delivery, aoc per too lbs, '
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to r.ooo lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ihss
50 lbs., to 300 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
2,000 Ibis.,

AQUA

PJJRA COMPANY

Harvesters, Stoters and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
lasting-qualitieof which have made Las Vee-afamous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.

jurity and

s

a

Browne & Hanzanares

Oo.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seadsj and Seadcra
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.. ,

Headquarters in the Territory for

Pig, Agricultural Implements
FULL

LINE

F

MEXICAN

MSiLE

S0AP
Q2its6USdBl

11

z,

Ca-sad-

!

Retail Prices:

ItWfflHdpYou

J

Meet t your Friends at

Opera Bar
'

a

D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

Old Taylor Bourbon

&

Slwrwood liyo

.

Sarved D Iroot from Carrol

v

Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

E Las Vegas, NNt

FOUR

.

.
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..
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"DEMANDNIENTS"

"EN

iSome ot 'cup biggest, business ideas
BY
PUBLISHED
S$.:
come out of Chicago. "A big; business
The Optic Publishing Company man there has' drawn up a list of
flHCOBPORATKO
rules" which he calls' the Ten Demand- ments, and posted them over his esM. M. PADGETT.
: EDITOR
tablishment.. Here they .are:
Rule' I.trion't lie It wastes my
time an yours I'm sure to catch you
- '
in the end. and that's the wrong end.
Rule II. Watch your work, not the
derived "
from cream of
t
Entered at the" Postoflce at East clock. A long day's work makes a
most deli- ;
solely from grapes,
Las Vegas, N M., as second-clas- s
long day shorty and a short day's work
acids. "
ous and
of all
matter.
makes my face long! Rule III. Give me more than I ex
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
pect and I'll pay you more than you
expect 'I can afford to Increase your
;
DaMy
Per Year by Carrier............ $7.00 pay if you Increase my profits. to
Rule IV. You owe so much
S
BASEBALL SCORES
CONFIDENT MUBDEK
Per Month by Carrier
.65
that you can't afford to owe
yourself
Per Week by Carrier
.20
anybody else; Keep out of debt or
SUSPECT IS GORDON
Weekly.
National League.
Vj
keep out of my shops.
One Tear
I Pnstnn
act....2.00
never
an
is
.. Rule V.
Plttahnrz t. Boston 2
Dishonesty
Six Months-....;.- .
1.00 cident. Good men like
ftooklyn
good women,1 Sheriff Cleofes Romero and Deputy
At ; Brooklyn Chicago
can't see temptation when they meet Enrique Sena are still confident that 3.:-........
That Bast .Las Vegas and Las Ve- t- - '
v '":
At j New .'York New York 1, , St
"Bay"
they have the
Rule VI. Mind your own business
0.
gas are setting an example for other
Louis
7
Gordon' fugitive Colorado murderer,
towns in the territory as far as com and in time, you'll have a business of
At
I, Phil
PhiladelphiaCincinnati
identification
in the county Jail, his
mind.
to
own
.:
0.
your
'
,
adelphia
mercial unity and civic pride goes.
Rule VII. Don't do anything here having been made almost certain
is evidenced by the. following editor
'
which hurts your self respect. The em- since yesterday.'
American League. .:'
ial in the Santa Fe New Mexican:
"foday Sheriff Romero had a conploye who is willing to steal' for me
At Detroit Detroit 7, Washington
"While East Las Vegas and Las is capable pf stealing from me. .
,,
,
versation with Sheriff F.. E. McMil- 4.
Rule VIII. It's none of my business
Vegas are rivals in more than one
At St. Louis St. Louis 5, Boston 0.
over
of
Hhe
Colo.,
Pueblo,
lan,
long
the what you do at night. But If dissirespect and feeling between
At Cleveland
12;
Philadelphia
'
towns has been intense to the detri- pation affects what you do the next distance telephone, relative to the
2.
Cleveland
here
and
In
after
Jail
this
ment of both, yet, both towns aru day, and you do half as much as I suspect
with the Colorado officer, Sher
aetting an example to Santa Fe, tor demand, you'll last ' half as long as talk
Western League.
Iff Romero expressed it as his opinthe Las Vegas club and the Commer- you hoped.
' All games postponed beeause
of
Gordon are one
Williams
ion
and
that
cial club of East Las Vegas decIJ'1
Rule IX. Don't 'tell me what I'd
wet
rain
or
grounds.
y
to act in conjunction to obtain better like to hear, but what I ought to Hear. and the same man.
Several pictures of Williams were
roads arid to make representations I don't want a valet to my vanity,
American Association.
taken yesterday afternoon and these
to Governor Curry when he goes to but I need one for my dollars.
Milwaukee
Milwaukee 0, MinAt
to Puthe Meadow City this or next week,
Rule X. Don't kick if I kick if were forwarded by mail today
8.
neapolis
eblo.
be
will
known
It
definitely by
that It is hoped will result in the re- you're worth while correcting you're
Columbus 10, LouisAt Columbus
tomorrow whether Williams Is Gorsumption of work pn the Scenip High- worth while keeping. I don't waste
3.
ville
as identification should be made
way at the Las Vegas end. And it time cutting specks out of rotten ap- don,
At Toledo Toledo 5, Indianapolis 2
easily by a comparison of the pic'
would seive Santa Fe right if this ples.
At Kansas City Kansas City-St- .
tures with those of Gordon In the
were done, instead of ab the Santa Fe
Paul game postponed; rain.
end as . the good roads commission
This is the season of the year, too. hands of the Colorado authorities.
he
denies
is
Williams
still
stoutly
has decided, provided it was met half when It becomes necessary to give
and expresses the utmost GEORGE M'KELLAR IN
way by the business Interests of that your vacation plans a revision down- Gordon,
SANITARIUM AT RATON
willingness to go back to Colorado,
ward. .
city." where he says' he will have no trouble
in proving he Is the wrong man, as
Raton, N. M., May 26. George Mc
soon as persons who knew Gordon Kellar, of Wagon Mound, who was
see him., However, If he is not the seriously injured a few days ago by
Ayers Sarsaparflla is a tonic. It does not stimulate. It does not bady wanted murderer, he Is surely a runaway horse has been brought o
make you feel better one day, then as bad as ever the next. There
his double.
the Andris Sanitarium here for treat
is not a drop of alcohol in it. You have the steady, even gain
rewill
a
cash
ment While his condition is serious
receive
Sena
Deputy
this.
that comes from a strong tonic Ask your doctor all about
J. C. Aver (Jo.
ward totalling $500 should William3 it is believed that he has a good
1 rust him fully, and always do as he says.
nss.
Lowell,
turn ,out to be Gordon.
chance for recovery.

A few .pecUb
s ,".(' time at OfUi.
Case guaranted 20 years,1 fitted
or WALTHAM moveELGIN
with a 17 jeweled,

wanuw."'.
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it

i
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if
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A Tonic

or a Stimulant?

,

.

Service and
store intends to

ValuesZ

OXFORD S
coyered.

STORE

'THE

J.

R.
Las

TAUPERT,

Vegra,N.

Jeweler aod Optician.
600 Douglas Avenue.

M.

$4.006.50; western steers
$5.406.75; western cows $3.755.25.

calves

REPORTS.

MARKET

Hogs 15,000 steady. Bulk $6.90
heavy
$7.207.40; packers'
butchers 735;, light $6.707.15; pigs
3
call money easy, 13
$5.50(6.75.
Sheep 7,000, 10 higher, muttons
St. Louis Metal Market.
$5.006.50; wethers and yearlings
- St.
Louis, ; May' 26. Lead lower, $4.757.50;. ewes $4.256.20;' Texas
and Arizona muttons $4.706.25.
spelter firm, $5.12
$4.2g4.27
New YorK Money. New York, May 26. Prime paper,

7.35;

1--

Chicago Stock Market.
ChicagOrMay 26. Cattle 5,000 steady; shade lower. Beeves $5.107.20;
$4.354.40; copper firm, 13
13
Texas steers $4.75 6.35; western
silver; 52
western steers
steers.., $4.75(gT6.35;
St. Louis Wool Market..
$4.756.25; stackers feeders $3.60
StT Louis, May 26. Wool firm ter 5.60; cows, heifers
calves
ritory and western mediums 25 30; $5.007.00.
flhe mediums 2227; fine 1623.
light
Hogsi 26,000 barely steady;
$6.90T.35; mixed $7.0550; heavy
Market.'
, J New York Stock
$7.107.55; pigs $5.906.80; rough
New York, May 26. Amalgamated $7.1025; bulk $7.2545.
Atchison $1.09; pfd., $1.04;
84
Sheep 10,000 strong 10 higher, west-- .
Central
York
$1.29
Pennsyl
New
erns $4.256.75; yearlings $6.257.40,
Southern Pacific western lambs $6.509.65.
vania $1.34
Union Pacific, $1.88
$1.22
steel 63
pfrd., $$1.18.
COLLEGE PROFESSOR IS
KILLED AT TRACK MEET.
Chicago Markets.
Wheat,
Chicago, May
La Fayette, Ind., May 26. Prof.
Corn-- May
$1.17-1-2$1.32
July,
May,
BenJ. M. Hoak, of Purdue University,
Oats-M- ay,
75
July, 70
who was accidentally struck
by a
54
Pork
May, hammer here Saturday while officiat- 61c; July
Lard May and
and July, $18.95.
ing in a state high school track meet,
July, $10.92. Ribs May and July, died today from his injuries.
New York Metal Market.
New York,' May 26 Lead firm.
l-- 4

1--

-

3--

1-- 4;

3--

1--

26.-jC- lose

1--

$10.37

Kansas City Stock Market.
Kansas City, May 26. Cattle 8,000,
steady to weak. Native steers $5.25
7.00; southern steers $4.50 6.70:
southern cows
$3.504.75; native
stockers'
cows, heifers $3.006.75;
feeders $4,005.85; bulls $3.505.25;

Those who go away every summer
for rest usually fall in with people
about as tiresome as home folks.
As the girls tell it, the principal
thing they do not get at boarding
school is board.

All Over The Store

OF QUALITY"

Women's Muslin Underwear Sale.

E. Las Vegas

rr

.

n.m.

y

Knit Underwear Sale.

Women's

Tub Dresses, Waists, Children's white and Cold Dresses.

Tan, Canvas

jW what

can-v-

as

weather prophet says we will have Rain
lots of it all through the balance of May. If
such is the case you will need Ram Uoats, Umbrellas,
and Rubbers. We can supply the entire family.

yon

!
;

;
;

-

$17.50 Coats

$13.15

1K O

.

v

. .

$8.95
7J05

'

Good, Strong

.

'

'

z

Soma ribbon and lace trimmed others plain,
corded.
Specially priced

35c

50c

$1.25

25c

39c

98c

Other from $150 to $6X)0.

Newest Things Just Ini

Stylo 194-54- .00
Long skirt model, flat .hip shape
that it does not show a
it controls the form-- no
matter.how snugly fitting the
dress may be.
An important
feature is in the. hip gore, the
lower half of which is cut circular
with tapering point where the
so finished
line "where

r e11a s

Made of Mercerized Serge, strong and durable, '
steel rod double frame, double seams, steel
tipped, assortment of fancy handles. Specially priced

White Duck and Mull

fc

Corsets

"

.

tf.i

Hust'Prcof

CO Qf

U mb

'.

Warner's

A, lot of Misses' Rain Coats in Silkine surfaced fabrics with gossamer
lining, fancy striped. They come in brown, grey, blue, tan.
Just the thing for school girls, these are $4.00 coats priced at

8c

Children 's Hats

continuous sheet of uniform thickness.
ft. long by 6 ft. wide', made of pure cotton

,

Misses' Rain Coats .

10c yard

15c Malborough Batiste

7.

not see Rain Coats placed at such low figures again.

:

ff

(uilt size

$12.50 Coats
10.00 Coats

10.95
You will

HO R TENSE QUILT COTTON

of all kinds, Autos, Cravenetfes, Silk Rain
Cpats all new styles fitted backs or loose.
The Silk Coats come in blue, reen, red,
brown, grey, some striped, others plain.

The Prices have been cut as follows: ?

A case of Lawns and Dimities sent here by mistake, held
subject to order sold to us by salesman at our own price,
'
now on sale.
About 1000 yards all new, clean mferchandise.
20 yards, Lawn, flowered, figured checked
'
Special for
15c Dublin Dimities

"

:

Jfltiy

Sold Way Below Value.

Boys' Waists, Suits, Caps:

Women's Rain Coats'

CI 1Q

Lawns and Dimities

Young Men's Clothing.

We Place on Sale

V

i il

Value $2.25.
Special

Men's Hosiery, Men's Shirts.

"IL.
v7cr

want to match your tan dress,

WASHABLE

,

Women,

plain toe, military heel,

'

jewel ELGIN or
U
'

Gold .'FilledCase, giarariteedjwith either ,
ELGIN or WALTHAM movement, . ..jftfO-WINVITE A COMPARISON OF OUK PRICES
Ladies'

Wet Weather J$equisites.

For

in Mercerized

Vs

WALTH AM,

-

.

7

Sales Now in Progress

respond with cheerful promptitude to every
of it even" in the' smallest detail it
hare
expectation you
must not fail. There 'are high ideals here that we think
yital to the store's continued progress.
,
Values, too, shall always meet the test you cnoose to
prove them by they must satisfy by your standard of
worth, not ours.

CBDttnti-.- '

-

Gents' Silveroid Case, with a

fruit

healthful

much-wante-

ment.

-

the

:,

,

-

tartar

lade

'

Specials

Rev.tch

PLOYES.

.,.$100

Silt embroidered net bandings, gray, tan, wine,

green, in the newest designs and color combinations, the proper trimming for the new apparel now hi vogae.

Security
P.. JUL. Burtom
J?..m
xuooer

Hose Suppbrters are attached
1

r

Women's and Misses' Linen ' Stiitst-iwve-

style iSie. tan, gray.
Trimmed in contrasting color braids and buttons, long coats,
hipless
-

effects.

;

r

t

1

-MflPAf tfvfra
U
;

with Escurial
ribbon.
The $ame
thJ$

IT

v,uuuue,

lniV.-

-

srtA

.

in

aweeolna rr,.
cottet tint coven all WARNER'S.

1

inC'CX
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Qualification
for compounding'?
comes from long
experience, care-- "

!

'

ful training and

the

means

for

selecting drugs of
the best
quality. ..
r ili.LT

uur iacmuesour"
equipment, our
V

'

tndlng May 20 ', 'CO.

'

t ...

'

San IV liftielNationa
of as Yep

to-

CAPITAL PAID

C1C3.QC3.GD

20 Per 'Dent Off

.

CO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

M. CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

i

C30,CDO.CO

CLAIM

-

;.

-

'

o
o

...

-

o
o
o

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. S. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.
D.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OUTSIDE INTEREST
is apt to set you thinking. You're not expected to enthuse over some one else's finances. An accumulated

For Table (like
in Light

Maple, worth

$7.50

O

will bring: joy to your heart and help you out in time
of trouble.- Deposits large or small eqally acceptable.
it's safer than tomorrow.
Begin

O

-

to-da-

v

Also all

Extension Tablos

Las Vegas Savings Bank

.

Go In thia Sale

at

fa

,

III

11

jig

.

y

..&i

OFFICE WITH

.

20 Por Cant

OH

For Spot Gash

Miguel

National Dank.

8
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Those steel frame extension window
.

Screens

Screen Doors

Wire
Screen
All Widths

DAYS

ci'

VE

WILL SELL AT

.

o

'

uarantoo Shoo Store
,"OountGdG j Potolio.

-

.

CANTER'S

GUARANTEE

STORE

A PARISHIOffKP..

The new Child's Iron Cribs In Vm
nls Martin and other colors just in at
THE ROSENTHAL.
GIRL'S

RAT HIDING
PLACE FOR RATTLESNAKE.

-

26.- --The

Full Una of Radiant Hosiery.

A. H. Reihgrueber Brewing Co
Vegas.
of

Ls

we are iw
home industry.
bottle beer.

t.ha finest beer in the Southwest
"""'"s
orders to us for either
telephone your

PHONES MAIN 67.

61

and 32.

,

WILL LAST FOREVER

2

FOi TO

r,'ioI
give satisfaction.
of
shoes,
with
pair
every
followed
This same policy will be
and children's, which are pur- men s women s, misses' , boys'
chased at

..

Las Vegas Lumber Co.

P

Boat 03.00

..

at

.

lady's' shoe on earth. Another pair free if they do not

8

SAVINGS BANK INTEREST

cut)

Sa.ni
Richard Dunn, of Gascon, la In Alon
business.
buquerque
Charles F. Rudolph, of Rociada, is
,
In the city on business. .
Ike Bacharach expects ' to have a
The New Vernis Martin Iron Beds
new Buick car in a few daya.
with
sue
posts, $11.95, worth
,
17.50 at THE ROSENTHAL.
Hugh Louden, manager of La Cueva
''
on
is
the
in
business.
ranch,
city
'
Opposite Y. M. C A.
J. Leahy, a prominent Raton attorAll Aboard for Harvey's!
ney, la In the city on legal business.
Carriage goes out Saturday morning
Jose Aragon of La Cuesta, a promreturns following Friday. Leave or
THE VERNON BETTIN
inent merchant and stockraiser, is in
ders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
CONCERT COMPANY COMING Trading Co's.
the city attending court.
)
It is reported from South Bend.,
ROCIADA RESORT.
Ind., that James DuShane, former ciAt Y. M. C. A. hall on next SaturIn the Rociada valley, near the
ty editor of the Opitc, is dead.
day
evening another Santa 'Fe read- mountains. Everything nice. Write or
O. M. Ward, hte Railroad avenue
will take phone L. G. Qulggs, Rociada, N. M.
ing room entertainment
tobacconist, "has a Sue baby boy at
place. The attraction will be the fahis house. The young man arrived
mous Vernon Bettln Concert company,
Even when the man of few words
Sunday.
All Sizes
of Los Angeles, introducing to Las hasn't any money to do his talking he
terriFred
of
the
Forvoff,
Captain
Bet-tin- ,
for
the
Vernon
first
time
Vegans
wife.
has
a
usually
torial mounted police, was in the city
the widely known boy soprano
a short time today, enroute to Guthof the Pacific coast. Others In ths
rie, Oklahoma.
company include Miss Grace White-sell- ,
Alexander MacKenzie, prominent SCHOOL GIRLS MUST
a lyric soprano much admire)
MAKE-UNOT
FACES.
sheep and cattle man of Union coun
wherever she has been heard; Edwin
ty, New Mexico, has been in tru eiiy
New York, May 26. Miss Rachel
Ideler, a violinist who has won many
for several days on legal busings i.
Benjamins, principal of a branch of prizes; John Bettin, accompanist, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Canziger and the Washington Irving high school In
Emma Bettin manager. Tickets will
daughter, Helen, have gone to Chi- West End avenue, has served notice be
placed on sale tomorrow.
conon all1'. of her girl, pupils that those
cago, where a specialist will be
sulted regarding little Helen's health. who come to school nereafter with
REV. P. GILBERTSON A
J. Van Houten, general manager of powder or ."beauty spots", on their
PUBLIC-SPIRITECITIZEN.
their
will
be stood up before
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountaii R"d faces
yes- classes and the embellishments pCUPacific railway, waa In thai
The pastor of the West Side parish.
off.
The
said.
washed
8
Hcally'
principal
on
No.
Raton
to
terday, returning
Rev. P. Gilbertson, does not say much
that the custom of, painting and pow- but he Is
last night.
.doing wonders. The sur
among the
W. J, Lucas has .gone, to Chicago, dering had t increased
his church and . resiwomen pupils to an alarming roundings of
.where; he will meet Mrs. Lucas and young
two years, ago looked
which
dence
This school is
attended
soik who sre enroute home, after a degree.
Is blooming
children of wealthy like an abandoned place,
the
by
mostly
forInher
Pittsburg,
all around and may be, considered as
pleasant visit
and prominent families.
'
mer honie.
the best Dark in both towns. More
than 80 trees have been planted this
R. B. Sehoonmat'w says that he UPRISING OF SPANISH
'
one ofs them will be
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the future.
.for
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adornment
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still
arid
mountain
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ed at his
Madrid, May 26. An uprising of
reverend
gentleIs
the
that
wonder
in
planting. There is more farming
peasants similar to that which oc
without the help
maintains, this season than ever curred a few years ago in Andalusia man Is doing this
either of his parishioners ot the (comwhere
in
before.
Gallcla,
is now threatened
munity. He deserves the gratitude
Charles E. Llnney, section director the country people are reported to of
by-a- ll
alj and should be supported
Sanbe burning crops and forests. .
of the V. S. weather bureau at
,
residents.
ta Fe, has gone to Harvey's upperHis attention has not been restrict
rmnh where he will make ,observa- VIOLENT TEMPEST OFF
ed to the church and the residence.
BILBAO COASTl 100 PERISH
tins witn a view . u niauiioum
He Is now planning to have another
It
that
believed
there!
Is
It
Bilbao, Spain, May 26. A violent
a Ftation
park In the church property that sur
tempest is raging on the, Bilbao coast. rounds the beautiful spot of the
will prove advantageous to have
-.HmntiV. conditions at that More than sixty vessels of a fishing
,,i
Mount Calvary cemetery whicn is
fleethave been foundered and It Js one mile distant of town. For three
altitude.
100 fishermen
Charles W. Youns, who lives In estimated not leM than
weeks he had a force of men and
"
o.
pimormn cnuntv. Oklahoma, near the have been drowned.
team constructing fences, digging
this
At
roads.
the
line dividing .Oklahoma from .N't
and
wells
fixing
Choicest lln ofv Lace Curtains in
Mexico, and who for the past nine
date he is breaking the ground to
ROSENTHAL.
THE
town
at
itra t
nlantins: done and in a
years has had the U. S. mail
m few weeks everything will look green.
father Is glad to an
The
nounce that his efforts have been re- omrd'ert with success since - that he
reached good water at 8 feet digging,
so that he is pleased to announce that
those who have lots In the grave
vard can use this water to irrigate
and
arrived
has
stock
of
their planting In, the cemetery. It Is
I wish to announce that a part my the
Las
of
Vegas
also rumored that In a Tnonth or two
people
OF THE NEW MISSION
that I am now in a position to furnish '
" '
a house will be; built in the same spot
.
with guaranteed shoes.
to be used by the one who will be In
charge of the cemetery and the whole
AINS, IN RED, GREEN
property. In this also, he should be
congratulated and should be given
has arrived and she is the
some help.
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Washington, May 26. A protocol
for submission to. arbitration of the
Emery claim was signed' last nlht
with representatives of the Nicaragua
an government at the home of Sec;'
retary Knox.
In the protocol Is a provision that
four months from this date the representatives of Nicaragua will endeavor
to reach, a definite settlement of the
claim directly with, the company subject, to the approval of the United
States government. Falling In this
arbitration will begin.
The claim which has been long
pending arose out of the annulment
by Nicaragua of a concession granted
for cutting mahogany because of an
alleged violation of its provisions.
About two weeks ago Pedro Gonzales arrived In Washington as a. special messenger from President Zela-y- a
t settle the claim. When Secretary Knox came Into office, he sent
to Senor Esparano of Nicaragua, an
ultimatum, whereupon Zelaya announced the appointment of Senor
Gonzales to settle the trouble.
Secretary Knox said to' Gonzales:
"In performing the acts which constitute your mission I do" now assure
you that you will be received by this
government with that kindly disposition wlhch has always characterized
the attitude of the United States toward Nicaragua, and which coupled
with mutual trust, since Integrity and
rejgard for Justice Is the onl; sure
ground of continued relatons."
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FOR THIS WCZSt DULY

"

NICAR1GUAN

ecially invite
your prescriptDRUG

Tab to Specials

!

FIVE

26,190

'

"

AGREE TO ARBITRATE

experience, and
a complete stock
or all drugs, and
chemicals esp-

WINTERS

for carrying the mail from Ke.tton,
Oklahoma, to Clayton and retu.'L has
been in Las Vegas for several dns
on .business..;.!.
...,.iv:as fcc-j'l. Lieut en ant, Morrlsonj with a squad
of eight men and . two trumpeters,
will march to :the cemetery Monday
and fire a salute and sound taps over
the graves of the' departed members
of the troop.
I

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

Mason Valley, Nev., May
seven year 01 cnna 01 Anuien Ing- man is in a serlous condition from
the bite of a rattlesnake which had
secreted Itself in . a "rat" belonging
to an elder sister. " The child picked
un the "rat" which was lying on the
floor and was bitten and died.

Doctor's prescriptions- - sent- ''T'by
Boost wireless telegraph undoubtedly come
under the head of absent treatment.
KPg 01
.
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UP A HIPPOPOTAMUS.

CUTTING

BEEWEBS ASSOCIATION

0A1LV OPTIC,

Hide Can Be Relied On to
Blunt Many Sharp Knives.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the to, lowing de
scribed estray animal wa- - taken up by
B. Bishop, Cimarron, N. M.
One sorrel mare, 14
hands
high, weight 900 lbs.
Branded "
On right hip

USE

WANTED Sales girl who has exTo cut up a hippopotamus Is no easy
Atlantic City, N. J. May 26. It has
perience in ladies' ready-to-weIn some places the hide is altask.
goods; bright, smart girl ? vaated. been decided by the United States most two and a half inches thick, and
Address J. Goldsmith & Sons, Brewers association to have a public before you have got through a hand's
session on Wednesday evening, June breadth your knife has completely lost
Trinidad, Colorado.
2, the Second day of its national conits edge and requires to be resharp-ened- . Branded
On right shoulder
"The head and the feet are put
MEN'S Washing with the mending vention,, when that body meets next
as
be
to
on
ne
side
preserved
done, also front room for rent cheap. months The meeting will be adBranded re706 Main street.
6t dressed by prominent publicists, who trophies of the chase, while the
On left shoulder
Will
mainder of , the flesh is cut into long,
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have
after
One
3
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2
horse.
strips
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'
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'
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safe.
A cheap
WANTED
views with the utmost frankness.
.
.,
been dried by hanging them on the old.
tf One of the
Address Box 273, City.
.
a
the
be
will
for
.
tree branches, will keep good
speakers
Branded
the
The ivory of
Rev. John P. Peters rector of St M- very long time.
On left hip
FOR RENT.
ichael's Protestant Episcopal church teeth and' tusks, which is of very fine
Said animal being anknown to this
almost
In New York, and chairman of the quality, used to be employed
y
manufacture of Board, unless claimed by owner on or
in
the
FOR RENT Furnished , rooms for
exclusively
Committee of Fourteen, which was false
before
June
7,
10
said
date
'09,
to
being
teeth; nowadays It is turned
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 72"
days aner last appearance of this adorganized for the suppression, of the all the purposes of ordinary Ivory.
Fourth.
said
will
vertisement,
be soli
estray
Raines Law Hotels. This committee
As for the hide, cut into strips it is
this Board for the benefit ot the
by
as
which
are
of
good
the made Into Sticks,
FOR KENT Two bed rooms, first has Invited the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
brewing trade, and of the bonding defensive weapons as one could wish
floor with batbJ 810 Lincoln,
possess. Treated with oil they beLas Vegas, N. M.
companies, and under their joint ac to
as tortoise shell, 1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09
come as
FOR RENT
cottage, range tion, a number of the most objection and look transparent
of
Out
hippoquite pretty.
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh, able resorts in New York City have potamus hide
bullock drivers likewise
Estray Advertisement
Dr.
was
Peters
profes- make throngs for their whips which
FOR RENT Good house at 1008 8th been closed.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
sor of Hebrew at the University of are positively everlasting, and fetch,
street, See Frank Pepperd.
may concern that the following dePennsylvania in 1885, and prior to relatively speaking, quite a good price, scribed estray animal was
taken up by
From "Hunting the Hippopotamus,"
FOR RENT The rooms over Chas that, professor of Old Testament lan
E. Byers, Belen, N. M.
In
World
Wide
the
Magazine.
One black pony, about 700
guages and literature in the P. E,
Rosenthal's store.
lbs, about 8 years old, halter broken,
Divinity school at Philadelphia. He
wire cut scar on right front leg,
,
FOR RENT
The Rosenthal Bros, had' charge of the expedition' pf the PHYSICIAN NOT A GREAT HELP, has
s
white spot in forehead.
hall for dances, socials and dancing University of Pennsylvania' to Baby
V,
Senator Cameron's Thoughtfulness
Branded
,.
All kind, of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Job
schools.
lonia, conducting the .excavations at
,c
' On left hip
'
L"-- i
Met with Poor Reward.
. ....
attended to. Only best material used. All work guaranteed
Nippur some fifteen years ago. He
promptly
Said animal being unknown to this
FOR SALE.
Is well known in practical political
Remarking on the physical disabili Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
of men who have occupied seats
before June 7, '09, said date being 10 OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATION A L AVE.
FOR SALE One lot of show cases reforms fn New York, and has taken ties
vener
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his
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time,
a
In
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leading part for some years'
last appearance of this ad
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of New Hamp days alter
said estray wJH be sold
vertisement
work for3 the social welfare of ,the able Senator Gallinger
shire related in the cloakroom the oth
this Board for the benefit of the
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owner when found.
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with
1016 Fifth street
eron of Pennsylvania.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
nected with the liquor traffic, the ne- -'
"It was during Cameron's last term
Las Vegas, N. M,
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de cessity of ""reforming them, and the In the senate," said he. "A few of us 1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09
scriptlon. Notary seals and record means of reforming as he sees it in were asked to visit the battlefield of
'
Gettysburg. Cameron was among the
at the Optic office.
New York.
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Estray Advertisement
The day before we were to
Dr. Allen McLane Hamilton will number.
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me
he
to
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and
he
start
THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op
may concern that the following despeak from the
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was taken np by
animal
estray
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
JOBBERS OF
Dh.
is
who
the asked if it would be all right for him E. F.
standpoint.
Hamilton,
Pope, Vaughn, N. M.
well known specialist in nervous to take a physician along. I said cer
One large white range cow.
KANSAS CITY STOCK
diseases, was formerly' professor of tainly. The morning before we were weight about 650 lbs, poor in flesh, 6
MARKET RATHER QUIET. mental diseases at Cornell
to start I was surprised to see Cam years of age.
'
University eron come to the train
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
holding up
Branded
college, and is the author of a numOM
r
Mail Orders Promptly Pilled.
Kansas City Stock Yards, May 26. ber of well known works on medical shadow of a man, who turned out to
On left ribs
Total cattle supplies here last week Jurisprudence; nervous diseases, rail be his physician. It amused us much
Said animal being unknown to this
to see the senator get behind that
were 42,000 head, but included In thi3 way and other accidents,
It will physician of his and fairly boost him Board, unless claimed by owner on or
etc,
was 6,000 head of thin cattle enroiite be ." recalled that Dr. Hamilton testi up the train steps. Throughout the before June 7. "09, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement.
, Estray Advertisement
from Texas to Dakota, and not on the fied for the government as
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Cameron 'was busy taking days after last appearance of this adNotice is hereby given to whom it
expert in Journey
care of this physician he had brought vertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following de- may concern that the following s demarket. All the markets were fairly the trial of the assassin Guiteau.
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken np by
Boston Transcript
well supplied, and prices declined, 10
owner when found.
John Koren, of Boston, the well along."
O. B. Bishop, Cimarron, N. M.
George Craig, Otto, N. M.
to 20 cents on fed westerns during known aitastlsitician, will
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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One sorrel gelding, one year
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of the Lockhart steers, other fed Col- statistics, relating particularly to apu:
days after last appearance oi tnis adto $6.60, ' Colorado perlsm, insanity and crime. He was Keys,' I never saw kissing. It simply Board, unless claimed by owtoer on or owner when found.
. orados at $5.80
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vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
heifers $3.35 to $5.60, feeders $5.25, special expert of the United States I suppose it must have been
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after last appearance of this ad
Las Vegas. N. M.
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Estray Advertisement.
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N. M,
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fully 3 of the people suffering wiin throat troubles are
exhibition."
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quickly cured by loan
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TEACHERS' NOTICE.
Las Vegas, N. M., May 10, 1909
The San Miguel County Institute for
third grade teachers will begin Monday, July 5th, anH continue for four
weeks.
For the first and second grades, it
will begin on Monday, July 19th, and
continue for two weeks.
First and second grade teachers
that desire to attend the full four
weeks will be more than welcome, as
there will be a full corps of instruotcrs. All teachers desiring to teach
in San Miguel county in the future,
are urgently requested to attend
promptly or the dates mentioned.
Special permits to teach will not be
granted to anyone In the future, without faithful and perfect attendance at
the Institute, as required by law.
' The Institute will be held in the
North school building, in the Town ot
Las Vegas.
M. F. DES MARAIS, Supt
ANNA J. RIEVEY Director.

Thompson, an Albuquerque
been hauled
up
dairyman has
by the city chemist for an alleged
violation of the milk regulations.
AND
D. R. Carter who has charge of
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
the work on the new trail being built
' .
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED by the forest service etween Santa
. .
...
AYk.M U
-j
1S pure ana
mc uiuuu
Fe and Las Vegas has reported that
neaitny me skin will be soft, smooth
the trail Is now completed from the and Free from all eruptions or disease, but when the circulation becomes
Santa Fe river to the top of the San- "I16
any unneauny numor the effect is shown by eruptions
ta Fe range.
pimples, boils, or some more definitely marked skin disorder, such as
SOCIETY
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
vene, i etier, psoriasis, bait Kheumj etc.
The National Surety company of
Humors' eet into the blood, usually hprnns nf on
r..
New York has deposited $10,000 in
CHAPMAN LODGE! NO. 2. A. F. ft A.
PHYSICIANS.
bonds with Territorial Treasurer M. gish condition of those members whose duty it is to collect and
carry
M
off the waste matter and refuse of the
Regular com
A.'.Otero and has been given authoriThis unhealthy
system.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
matter
munication first and
left
to sour and ferment and be absorbed into the blood
is
ty by Territorial Superintendent of
and
DENTIST
third Thuisdayt
Insurance Jacobo Chaves to write ofuwumes niiea witnan acrid, irritating humor
'
w,wulrtl,u"
'
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Both ficial bonds in New Mexico.
Vlel
The blood then, instead of performing its natural
asch month
duty of nourishing
phones at office and residence.
A change of time on the Santa Fe the skin, regulating its temperature
ing brothers cordialand preserving its uniform
IT invited.
Geo. H. Kiukel, W. M,
will take place on June 6. Only u ouuutsa, piiauiiiiy ana neaitnrui-nes- s,
Chas. H. Sporieder. Secretary.
irritates and diseases the
lew minutes difference in the run
DR. G. L. JENKINS
For six years I was
ning time of trains Nos. 2 and 8 from delicate tissues and fibers around
troubled with Ecmms,severely
located
the
9
west
No.
and
the
and
from the east
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO.
DENTIST
pores
principally on the shin bones,
glands and produces
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
eaused by a humor in the
has been made. Santa Fe train No. some of the various forms of skin
Knights Templar. Regular
blood.' The trouble would ap,
(Not Coal Land.)
10, will leave El Paso at 6:30 p. m. eruption or disease.
Over Hedgcock's Shoe 8tore
eonclavt second Tuesday In
pear In the form of small yellow
of the Interior, U. S.
Department
8
"
m.
at
instead
as
of
at
p.
- Phone Vegas 79
present.
The cause of all skin affections
blisters, characterized by itchiIf"" each month at Masonic
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
ng-, etc. I tried
Officer John W. Collier of the ter can be traced to some kind of husarsaparillas,
(Temple, t: SO p. m. Joha & Clark,
20, 1909:
blood
purifiers,
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
ritorial mounted police, stationed at mor in the blood. Healthy cuticles
V, C Charles Tamme, Recorder.
salves, ointments, lotions and
Notice is hereby given that George
treatment under a local physiarrests. ,S. are only possible where the circuM.
B.
to
Dr.
(Successor
Williams) Estancia, reports four
F
Gerk, of Watrous, Mora county N.
but
cian,
nothing- did me any
Schmitz and a man
lation is pure; and therefore the
Becoming-discourageLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Office
M., who, on March 13, 1908, made
I
Pioneer Building, over Grand "Shortgun," who were fined $25 each cure of
left off all this treatment, and
skin
disease
can
any
Homestead
only
Entry No. 13583, for W
, J Arch Masons.
Regular
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4.. Phone for drunkenness, and Henry Eden come from a
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one
4
2
4
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SE 4 and lots 4,
thorough cleansing
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decided
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day
try it, and after
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5
E,
North R. 21 EL,
Sec
a
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taking6,
and
it
washes,
Tp.
short while the
breaking car windows on a New Mex-ic- .lotions, etc., cannot cure.
humor was driven from my
N. M. P., Meridian, has filed notice of
True
M. R.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
ATTORNEYS.
blood and I was completely and
Central train.
such treatment relieves some of
Intention o make final Commutation
has. H
Williams. H P.,
cured. Some
permanently
Clarence E. Rogers, a graduate of the itching and discomfort,
even
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to
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have
proof
helps
GEORGE H. HUNKER
sporleder, Secretary.
the University of New Mexico at Al reduce
lues I was cured and elapsed
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above
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described, before Robert L. M.
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in
inflammation,
ao indication of a return of the
Attorney at Law ,
buquerque has been notified that he keeping the affected parts clean, but
TJ. S. Court Commissioner at
Ross,
disease.
a. O. BECK.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New was awarded the John W. Mackay it does not reach the blood, where
Las Vegas, N. M., on the 10th day of
404 Freedom St., Alliance, O.
jr., fellowship in the Univeristy of the real cause is
Mexico.
Knights of Pythias
June, 1909.
located, and at
meet every Monday
California by the alumni council of best can be
Claimant rames as witnesses:
only palliative and soothing.
evening in Castle
that institution. Thev fellowship- car
Ramon N. TruJIllo, pf Watrous,
GEORGE E. MORRISON
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of every character and kind
Bull, Visiting Knights
because
ries a fund of $G00 for expenses and
Jose C. Torres, of Gonzales, N.
are cordially invited.
M.;
it purifies and cleanses the blood. It goes down into the circulation
,
J. P. SACKMAN,
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Meliton
M.;
Montoya, of Gonzales, N.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
and
removes
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Chancellor Command
Mora yes
received
from
and
William
Reports
M.,
Naegelin, of East Las
weak, acrid blood, and completely cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt
er.
Vegas, N. M.
W. D. KENNEDY.
Office: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas terday, say that the country in that Rheum, pimples, boils, and all other skin
diseases and affections.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
vicinity experienced one of the hea S. S. S. is made
Keeper ot Record and
of
and
roots
a
safe vegetable remedy.
entirely
herbs,
Seal.
viest snow storms for this season of
When S.S.S. has
the year in the history of that secCONTEST NOTICE
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driven
Snow
the
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Monday
falling
SALDY LODGE. NO.
VINCENT TRUDER, Prop.
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Department of the Interior, United
night and lasted until noon yesterOF AMERICA
NAL UNION
Imported Wines, Liquors and Cigars. day. While crops will be benefited
cooled and purified the States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
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601 Railroad Avenue.
Opposite stock of all kinds is sure to suffer.
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having been filed in this ofThe
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every symptom passes fice by Ramon N. Trujillo, contest,
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other
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by
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lene Smith?' Treasurer.
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attended to.
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Rev. I. W. Williamson. Huntington, a.
m. on June 7, 1909, before Robert
each
evening
fourth Tuesday
The Santa Fe forest bureau is now the Puerco in that district resulted Wj. Va., writes: "This is to certify 1. M. Ross, U. S. court commissioner,
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of
brush dam, and that I used Foley's Kidney- - Remedy at Las Vegas, San Miguel county, N.
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building
month, at O. R.
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San Miguel Bank.
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Jueia before) the register and receiver
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strength
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run
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NO.
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MANUFACTURED BY
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The Stewart Iron Works Company
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FOR TOMORROW ONLY

OHIO

CINCINNATI,
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.California Table Fruits

'

PRICES

'Let Tit give you an estimate free ,
u;This DOES NOT pay you have
to buy, Phone Main 379.

Ludwig Vi'ni. IKeli.

wiU

mrprlaayon
8BB

Pears, Peaches, Grapes and Apricots
at

ca

the rehearsals say the young
have the Bulge on ' "a, ' professional
Only a few more days left to buy troupe.
our laces and. embroideries at 5c a
The E. Romero Hose company is
yard. Watch our window for bar
preparing to properly observe Memgains each week. 5 and 10c Store.
orial day, and will march to the
cemetery accompanied by the May
the
council
of
Regular meeting
city
Flower band, to decorate the graves
tonight at the city hall.of their seven departed members. ,.
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PER CAN.

No old or swollen goods. Every can guaranteed.
Buy air you want

J. C. JOHNSEN

High Quality

'

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
..VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS aDd WA HONS.

Who is "The Great I Am." Go to
Trout season now on The place
the Duncan tomorrow night and find
El
Forvenir more fish In the streams
out.
than ever before. During busy sea-eoPhone Olive 5174 for rooms. Hack
Dance tymigbfc at F. B. hall, Mrs
Tuesdays,
Thursdays 'and
Saturdays
'
Bdw. O'Brien.
from city.
Always hot water at Nolette barber

Our

shop;
?

v

Order your cream from T. T. Turn

er.

Pfide Motif
for

Also
All Kinds of
s

FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

13L

If you want to know whether you are des- -,
tined to be! a success or failure financially.
you can easily find out.

,

v

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success '

""financially.
This Bank Will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
.

"

.

Perry Onion has placed ' an order
with Gross-Kell- y
Co., ,for glass for
Mr. Onion
another green hoyse.
will soon have the
largest green
houses in the territory.

You Save Money?
.

allowed at

T. F. Clay, who has spent the past
year with relatives and friends in St.
LOST One silver cross and chain. Louis and other eastern points, reFinder please return to 920 Galllnas turned home today. Mr. Clay says
avenue and receive reward.
that lie had a good time while gone,
but is glad to get back to Las Vegas
The Baptist Aid society will meet where ho will probably remain.
with Mrs. McAllister, 809 4th street,
Don W. Lusk one of the most capThursday afternoon, May 27, at 2:30
o'clock.
able newspaper men In the territory,
has accepted a position as city ediMeals are now served in the dining tor of the Optic and will make Las
room at Hotel La Pension
for 35 Vegas his future home. Mr. Lusk has
cents.
'
been a resident of Santa Fe for several years, where he was engaged In
The best high school play ever newspaper work. The " Optic has
given is promised in the' "The- Great been very fortunate, in securing his
I Am" at the Duncan opera house to services, and when the news
departmorrow night.-5.
,
ment gets reorganized under his direction, a decided improvement can
FOR SALE
Heavy work team, be expected. Mr. Lusk has a very
sound and young; also good family charming wife who will reach here in
driver. Inquire H. O. Brown Trail- about two weeks.
ing Co.

A Simple Test

Gaunt

.

No Ashing or hunting
L. H. Moslmann ranch.

"v.

The First National Bank

Grand sale on millinery and flowers
dozen to select from. All go In
this sale for 50 and 75c a bunch;.
worth from $1.00 to $2.50 each. Saturday May 29. 509 6th "street. Mrs,
.
W. P. Wright.
25

The Ladies' guild has all kinds of
aprons for sale at reasonable prices.
Mrs. William J.
Leave orders-witMills.

wed-sa-

t

Call up Main 276 for carnations
and other cut flowers. Floral designs
made np on short notice.
Perry
Onion.

The Electric Light 'and Power company has a force of men at work on
the We"st Side, removing the poles
that are standing in the gutters and
placing them inside the curb line.

Brllge Street.

OF LAS VEGAS.

NEW MEXICO,

,

record-breakin-

MONEY SAVED

Get Our Prices before buying.

FRESH

KANSAS

CIH

Phone Main SI

Yonnff

Season's Oioicest"

Rhubarb,
onions,

Lettuce,

at PAPEM'S.

Asparagus. ,
Radishes
Fresh Tomatoes,
Wax Beans,

We wiU please

Mn I.

you,

Bananas,

Oranges,
New Apricots
New Cherries

California and Arkansaw

Papen,

STRAWBERRIES

Phone 144 and 145

.

A Happy Father
is 60on turned to a sad one if he has
to walk the floor every night with a
crying baby. McGee's Baby Elixir
"THE COFFEE MAN"
will make the child well, soothe its
nerves, induce healthy, normal slumber. Best for disordered bowels and
Notice to Taxpayers.
sour stomach all teething babies
- need It. Pleasant to take, sure, and
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
Notice is hereby given that the sec
Under and by virtue of Section 26, safe contains no( harmful drugs. Price ond half of taxes of 1908 is due and
25 and 50 cents per bottle. Sold by
will become delinquent on June 1,
chapter 53, of the laws of 1907, whloh
Co.
reads in part as follows: "Every able Center Block Depot Drug
1909, after which date a penalty will
bodied man between the ages of 21
be added as required by law.
'
and 60 years, Bhall annually pay to LOST Dark bay horse, weight about
EUGENIO ROMERO.
on
nine
hundred
branded
pounds,
tb.e
overseer
district
road
of
the
Treasurer
and Collector.
left shoulder, whip marks on right
wherein he resldse, a road tax of
Las Vegas, N. M., May 12. 1909.
side.
Finder
please notify and re
three dollars, or In lieu of such sum
ceive reward. J. A. Raynolds, E,
shall, labor on the public road, three
NO FISHING.
Las Vegas, N. M.
days whenever notified by the road
iffo
fishing will be allowed at my
overseer," the road tax to be collec
1,000 acre pasture, running water, Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known
ted from the citizens of the First
road district of San Miguel county, 1 mile from town, $1 per month, Milch as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.
which Includes precinct 6, is now cows called for. Corbett Dairy, Main
due and payable, and the same must 312.
be paid within ten days after publiFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
cation of this notice. Those who fall FOR RENT Good pasture with plen- In the wood. Direct from distillery to
to pay this tax will be considered deyou. At the Lobby, of course.
ty of good water. .Mrs. Green.
linquent and suit, will be brought
against them to collect the amount
due. The law will be rigidly and im--',
partially enforced.
(Signed) JUAN F. CAVANAUGH,
Overseer of 1st Road District
o:
Tax to be paid at El Independiente

g

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
pBicEsr

.

"

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
'
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
"
200 to 1.000 lbs. "
' 50 to 200 lbs.
"
" ;

Lek than

50

lbs.

"

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred
.
,

McGxilre & Webb

-

Phone, Main 227

i A SPECIAL
,y r Fon

!

A Card.

Fino
tlzilva

Cscf and Mutton
Flno tsotiwo VcoL

This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to
cure your cough or cold. Tt stops-- the
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
pneumonia and consumption. Contains no opiates. The genuine Is In
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Missouri
V

IZtmnno City ansf

f

Soup Bunches

Large

Foot Main 8t

L7o CJouq

ujMArfBfejam

'1U

NATIVE

,

D. W. CONDON

VEGETABLES

oucumDers,

STRAWBERRIES

Free from Slate or Slack

Phone Main 85

-

Tickets for the high school play,
"The Great I Am" are going fast and
unless you hurry all the choice seat3
CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00. ,
will be sold. A
audi- office.
ence
is
The
cast
is pracpromised.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
Card of Thanks.
ticing daily and those who have seen
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
and Mrs. Willson wish to
Captain
'
Cashier.
Ass't
Cashier.
extend to their many friends and
neighfcorB their sincer thanks, for ,the
kindness shown them during h'.3
f
painful illness, through accident, and
to those who so bountifully sen
flowers and gifts and the three
On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Baton Egg:, $4.75 ,
lodges, Elks, Eagles and I. O. O. V.
per ton just vrbat you want for oooklng.
Captain Willson Is still conflnol to
his bed, his right leg still causing him EI
3
much pain and trouble.
'

SON .JwPrkej;

H. O. BROWN TRAD fflG CO,,
"

.

The Store That's Always Busy

L

DEALERS IN

-

Heo-dquarter-

I

''
''

CALL A NO

Use

--

,

Fence received the Highest Award.
Medal." World'! Fair, St. Louia, Wot.
Hold
The most economical fence you can bny.
Price leas tban a respectable wood fence. Why
not replace your old one ow with a neat, at
tractive aw t giuh.
Over 1110 degfffnff of Iron Fence.
Iron Flower
Vaw, geMec,
etc, BUpwn in oar catalogues.
Low Prices

We will offer the following large cans of

f

.

making

Whoso

Thursday May 27th.

15c

MAY, 26, ,1909

We are at present

Wo Sell Iron Fence

Stimulant No; 8,
x

WEDNESDAY,

Aroma's

Fresh Each Ddy
cn

Give ua your order

'4

'

I. H. STEARNS'

Grocer.

COMMENCEMENT

A traveling salesman for a northern underwear concern
was sent
down south by his house. After being on ' the road several - weeks and
failing to turn in any " orders, although usually a splendid salesman
his firm called for' an explanation.
The salesman wrot back: t How do
you expect a man to 'sell 'union suit
In the south?

f''f

For the next few days only,
I will give a special discount of

on

Straight Guggenheim
rye
over the bar at the Antlers.

I

.

served

any Boy's ,or Child's suit in
the House.
.
These suits are made bv Eder- '

If you Twant to feel well, look well
and 'be well, take Foley's Kidney Remedy it tones lip the kidneys and
bladder, purifies the blood and re
stores .health and strength.- - Pleasant
to take and contains no harmful
drujts. Why not commence today' tt
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
f
:;
Co.
,1"
Ui

'

Air- -

-

V.
f

-

Tito

Extra Good.

5

I VTRAGOOn,.

,

TilS OOSlOU Cluilliiip

M.

I2 J:

CjREENBERGEr!
Proprietor.

